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USG discusses
infrastructure
changes
A resolution proposed
last night would set up

University employers cope with wage increase
ByTlmSampaon
Reporter

Ever since Ohio voters chose to
increase the state minimum wage
last November, University employers have been scrambling to meet

the new requirements in time.
Issue 2 went into effect at the
beginning of the year, raising
Ohio's hourly minimum wage
from $5.15 to $6.85. The law also
provides for annual wage hikes in
the future based on cost of living

estimates.
For the University's 2800 student
employees who were making less
than the $0.85 last semester, the
new law is having a major impact.
But their employers are having
a challenging time meeting the

demands of the new state law.
"The timing has certainly
made things more difficult," said
Catherine Cardwell, co-interim
dean of University libraries. "When

WAGE HIKE
The History of Minimum Wage:
■ January of 1950 - $0.75/hr.
■ January of 1975 - $2.10/hr.
■ January of 1980 - $3.10/hr.
From CNN News

See WAGE | Page 2

a bicameral student
congress | Page 3

Sebo Center
readies for
grand opening
in April

The debate wages on

Originally set to open
in February, the new
sports center nears
completion | Page J

NASA plans for
a moon base by
2024
Base is expected to
cost $200 billion over
a period of 20 years
| Page 7

Swim team
wins final
home meet
The last home meet
ever for seniors
ends in a conference
victory | Page 9

Super Bowl
boasts first
black champion
head coach
Tony Dungy or Lovie
Smith have their
predecessors to thank
for the honor | Page 9

Gymnasts pick
up conference
victory

Wal-Mart:
Mixed
Reactions
By Tim Sampson
Reporter

In their first meet of
the season at home,
the Falcons defeated
the Bronos | Page 9

Horrible day
for our soldiers
in Baghdad
US soldiers promise
to work with the Iragi
government to find
extremists | Page 12

Canadian
pig farmer
confesses to
murder
Robert William Pickton

There are three topics that can divide Americans
more than any other Religion, politics and WalMart.
Local residents had mixed feelings when the controversial retail giant announced plans to replace
their old 125,000 square foot store at the southem end of Bowling Green with a new 209,000
square foot Wal-Mart Supercenter last year.
Some welcomed the new store and its
promises of lower prices, one-stop shopping and new jobs, while others bemoaned
the company's reputation of exploiting
employees arid devouring small businesses.
But despite all the rampant speculation
that it would devastate local shops and
merchants, Wal-Mart hasn't had much of
an effect on local businesses since opening last spring.
See WAL-MART | Page 2

killed 49 women and
believes he belongs on
death row | Page 12

I

Should smoking be
alowed in restaurants
and bars after 9 pm?

Jkat
HEATHER KALKA.
Freshman. Theater
1 would think no for
restaurants, but after midnight in bars" | Page 4

TODAY
Flurries
High: 32. Low: 24

TOMORROW
Few Snow Showers
High: 30. Low: 21

Giving local gamers
more options
By rTOdCW flUftt

Reporter

BowlingGreen garnet-shave even
more choices when it comes to
buying and trading video games
now with the opening of a new
store across from Wal-Mart on
South Main Street
Game Stop, which has around
5,000 stores nationwide, has
been open in Bowling Green for.
a little over a month, and according to Manager Richard Pioch,
business has been steady as
expected.
Pioch said being a large company only has its advantages and
so far has no competition.
"We have tots more to offer,"
Pioch said. "I get to go to a retailer

More students wait until
it's too late
By Samantha Johnston*

"I get to go to a

Reporter

retailer every year

"I stayed up all night," Marissa
Kinkaid, sophomore, said.
According to her, final exam
week was filled with hours of
procrastination last semester.
From nights out on the town to
unnecessary naps, her exams
and final papers were anything
but top priority.
"After I put off studying for
one exam, it turned into a cycle
of late night or early morning
cramming sessions for ot hers,"
Kinkaid said.
A recent study by University
of Calgary professor, Piers
Steel, has shown that procrastination has been on the rise.
In fact, the percentage of the

and learn about the
new games that are
coming out.."
Richard Pioch | Manager

every year and learn about the
new games that are coming out.
Since we have retailers backing
us up we have more insight than
the smaller personally owned
companies about the bigger
things that are happening."
See GAMERS I

s5

American public who consider
themselves chronic procrastinators has increased by 21
percent, Steel said.
The rise in procrastination
has become a result of all the
new ways to kill time. From
iPods to the Internet, there are
many possible distractions.
"At work, e-mail, thelnternet,
and games are just a click away,
making procrastination effortless," Steel said.
BG students have been dealing with similar problems.
"When I have a long paper
to write or a big exam to study
for, 1 try to take breaks to watch
TV and the breaks turn into 3hour long sessions of TV," Troy

Memorial for
BGSU student
By Thanta Scott
Reporter

Adam
Stephenson
BGSU student
who died in
December

Those who knew Adam
Stephenson describe trim as a regular guy; he liked to play football,
listen to music and hang out with
hus friends. His favorite store was J.
Crew, he played Halo and he had
an amazing smile.
Last night over 100 students.

LATE
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See MEMORIAL | PageS
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BLOTTER

University crime lab helps
local police

SUNDAY
5:37 AM
Ryan P Sullivan. 21, of Centerville.
i-rested for disorder!/ conduct and trinn
| at an
• ipartment
complex He had wrote "Felt You"
on a door. Sullivan told police he'd
- 'ock to do so and that he
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Local police take advantage of
Univershy's dime and justice
research lah «i rale perfoi

agencies because they don't have the
resources like a big cities to conduct
research."

r

mance in the community
I he crime and jnsiice
research lah opened in April
2005 to serve local agent lea
such as police departments,
courts and probation and
parole departments.
'This is our first lime usinn
the lab because we have ti > conduel a survey every three years
to know how our citizens fed
about our service," said Ibnj
lleiriek, administrative lieutenant ot Bowling Green citv
police
I he city police is an accredited agency that has to meet too
Standards to meet every three
years, which Includes a citizen
s.iiisl.u linn survey.
"It's very important for us to
provide necessary service tor
the community," I let rick said.
"I'm glad that we are coordinating with the lah to conduct the
survey."
I letrick said the survey pro\ ides information such as findin;; out problems in the community and to figure out how
to correct the problems.
"We get an overwhelming
sup|M>rt from the |H'ople such
as I hem telling us the problems
that they see happening in the
community such as vandal-

'

6:04 A.M.
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"0ur lab was created to help small
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: irtment about reimbursement. He was taken to the
Wood
■
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MONDAY
1256 AM
:>orted at a
North Grove Street apartment
ling to police
■ m argued with her
teal
■ •
bought (or the children Thband was gone when police arrived
selfinflr( ted
urn.

.VJIiam King | Associate Professor for Human Service Department.

ism," I letrick said.
The lab has four rooms.
along with computers with
special software SUCh as et ime
analysis programs located in
the1 former I INK huikling on
Thurstin Avenue.
Before the lab was created the city police used the
University's sociology department to conduct surveys and
internal analysis, while having
some officers in investigation

specialize in that area
Hut lleiriek said the lab will
olfei moreinsighithanthccily's
police analyzers because of the
lab's up to date resources.
Joseph lacoby, sociology professor and pasi winner of the
Simon DinitZ award for criminal justice research, agreed
with lleiriek thai the lab is a
great resource for the city's
police to use.
"I think the city's police
should lake advantage of the
University's lab because of the
lab's benefits and giving the
graduate students an opportunity to work on surveys n
crime analysis. Jacobs s.ud.

lacoby said research in crime
is vital in any city because it
informs departments on what
crimes to correct, how they
start and where they are committed at.
William King, associate prole 0801 for the human service
department, said the lab's goal
is IO help local agencies with
research questions and help
solve problems.
"Our lab was created to help
small agencies because they
don't have the resources like a
big cities to conduct research,"
king said.
King is the co-director of the
lab. along with Steven Lab, a
professor of criminal justice.
King said if the lab gets a
project they employ graduate
students to help them with the
research.
Hut in 2006 the lab only had
three projects.
"We are like a snake, we have
one big project like a snake eats
one big meal then we don't
have a project for sometime
like a snake can go without
eating fbr months." said King

Questionable legality on wireless connection
By Kyi, Reynolds

[he difference between usinga
protected and unprotected wire
less connection unauthorized
can be a ttionv charge or simply
sliding llic web

According to Kent Strickland,
ITS Information Security Officer,
Using someone's wireless Conner
tion can be illegal It can even bea
felony ii you trj to decrypt some
one's network or use information
like usernames and passwords
you obtained even if it was over
an unprotected connection
"It your laptop is set up to find
wireless networks its not illegal."
Strickland said. "However, it you
configure your system Io find
someone's wireless and use it if

unauthorized it can be illegal"
When someone comes across
a person's wireless network and
doesn't have to do any encrypting
Or hacking loget into the nelwi >i k.

then the network is open and it is
legal to access the network.
hiking the proper precautions
and using encryption will help
prevent unwanted users from
accessing a connection,
"Ijicryption compresses traffic
and runs Baffle through special
tools vi only you and the recipient can view that traffic between

"If your laptop is set up to find wireless
networks it's not illegal. However, if you
configure your system to find someone's
wireless and use it if unauthorized it can
be illegal."

the two end points," Strickland
said.
Internet providers can help

block neighbors from accessing
|K'ople's

wireless connections

said I'm McCauley. lime Warner
government affairs manager.
"When lime Warner installs
wireless Internet, we encrypt it so
that only computers in that house
can access it." McCauley said.
Main wireless spots exist in
Bowling Green.
I here are over 500 access
points around Bowling Green."
liill Bigelow, fTS senior network

technician said.

Kent Strickland | ITS Information Security Officer
People can access personal
information if they access a network that isn't encrypted
"If you are using a wireless
network and you an1 using various e mail sites and not using
encryption someone could monitor your traffic and passwords,"
Strickland said,
Michael Smith. IIS network
administrator, said certain sites
like MyllGSH and Webmail arc
secure so even over a non secure
wireless connection your pass-

words are safe.
Sites with addresses starting with littps like MyBGSU use
encryption to keep your information safe. But giving out information over an insecure wireless
connection on an http address
means the communication is
unencrypted putting your personal information at higher risk.
Stealing a user's personal information isn't the only problem that
Sec WIRELESS | Page 5
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•Private shuttle to & from campus

WAL-MART
From Page 1
That's not to say that the new
store hasn't been successful.
According to Tom Kehres, store
manager, business has been running smoothly.
"I'd say our business is right
about what we expected," Kehres
said, "I think we've been pretty well
received by the community."
Although he was unable to
disclose specific sales information, Kehres assures that the
Supercenter has greatly increased
the revenues brought in by the old
Wal-Mart.
But the success of the new store
doesn't seem to scare its chief
competitors who have actually
embraced their newest rival.
"Wfe're happy to have them in
town," said Al Lawrence, store
manager of Meijer, "we welcome
the competition."
Lawrence argues that Bowling
Green's various retailers and grocery stores will be forced to lower
their prices in order to compete
with one another. Thus consumers will end up benefiting.
"We think that our customers
will ultimately win because they
see the prices drop because there
is more competition." he said.
Other smaller businesses also
report seeing little difference since
Wal-Mart opened, pointingtoward
the retail giant's lack of customer

"1 think people just like shopping at a small store," said Sandy
Conrad, a long time employee of
Ben Franklin Crafts.
"The service is better and more
attentive here," she said. "In WalMart you can't find anyone to help
you and when you do they don't
know where anything is."
Still many students choose to
shop at Wal-Mart for economical reasons.
"1 like Wal-Mart actually,"
said Carissa Cramer, sophomore. "I basically shop there
because the prices are cheaper
and it saves money."
But for some students, savings take a back seat to more
ethical reasons.
"I don't shop at Wal-Mart
because of the way they pay
their employees, how they get
most of their products form
China and because they're
non-union,'' said Tim Gregory,
junior. "I just don't want to support that company."
But when it comes right down
to it, location seems to be the
deciding for most students
deciding were to spend their
grocery dollar.
"I probably shop at Kroger
most of the time," said Billy
Mercer, senior. "It's more convenient for me, being that 1
live on campus. The busses
go there but not to some of the
other stores."

"I'd say our business is right about what
we expected. I think we've been pretty well
received by the revenues brought in by the
old Wal-Mart."
Tom Kehres | Store Manager

WAGE
From Page 1
we did our budgeting last year
for this year, this was not really
on our horizon."
Because the state mandated
increase comes right in the middle of the University's business
year, many campus employers
said they were rushed to figure
out how to pay their employees.
The library alone will have to
cover an unanticipated $39,000
in increased wages this semester.
"We were aware of discussions about the minimum wage
increase, but did not think that
it would be implemented in
the middle of our fiscal year,"
said Beverly Stearns, director of
administrative programs and
services for the library.
Even those students who
were already making more than
$6.85 prior to the wage hike will
see their salaries go up. Most
departments
have chosen
to adjusted wages across the
board in order to maintain a
proportional pay structure.
"The effects of the minimum
wage increase are not just with
those students making $6.85."
said Michelle Simmons, senior
associate director of the career
center. "It's also having a cascading effect with the students
that are making more."
Campus employers have
been hard press to find ways
to cover the increased wages
without resorting to laying-off
employees. None of the campus
employers interviewed reported having laid-off any employees due to the minimum wage
hike.
"Cutting student staff was
not an option for us," said Todd
Shayler, student employment
and training coordinator for
dining services. "That was not
something we even considered."
Although there haven't been
any layoffs, in order to cover an
average increase of 52 cents an
hour for its 850 student employees, dining services has decided
to permanently do away with
merit and retention raises for
student workers. Shayler said

that these raises would be
replaced with a still undetermined incentive program to be
implemented next fall.
According to Shayler, some
workers were unhappy with the
change.
"A lot of complaints we got
from students were, 'well you
changing things midstream,'"
he said. "Well they have to
understand this is not a change
we chose to make."
Along with dining service,
many on-campus employers
have hired fewer new employees this semester by combining
jobs.
"In our office for example,"
Simmons said, "we restructured things and staffed a little
bit lighter for this semester."
In addition to not laying-off
workers, campus employers
said that students would not
likely see an increase in prices
in dining halls or the bookstore,
Simmons also said that the
wage restructuring was not
likely to contribute to tuition
increases for next fall.
"The amount that we pay
student wages is just one small
part of the funding for tuitions,"
she said. "You hire students
that you know you can afford
to pay for and not the other way
around."
But this is not likely to be
the last time the University
will have to change its wage
scale in the middle of the year.
With a provision in the Ohio
law for annual increases and
with the potential of a federal
wage increase to $7.25 an hour
by 2009, the University is taking
steps to prepare.
"We are very cognizant that
there will be annual adjustments," Stearns said. "It's something we'll have to now start
taking into account as we plan
our budgets."
In the end, employers said the
wage increase would ultimately
be beneficial for their workers.
"I thinkit'sgoingto be positive
for our employees," said Yvonne
Stoner, associate director of the
bookstore. "But on that token I
think we will be looking to them
to be more productive and efficient while they're here."

•2 resort style pools & 2 oversized Jacuzzis
3 high pressure tanning domes
HUGE 24 hr fitness center
Office Hours:
Monday - Friday
8:30AM
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8PM

•Washer & dryer in every
•Free internet in every bedn

Sunday
12P'.'

The Girts of Alpha Xi Delta
will be holding Open Recruitment
Tonight and Tomorrow
8-10pm

Saturday
10AM-4PM
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GET A LIFE

USGdiiscusses

CALENDAR Of EVENTS
Some evwitsuien from (wiubgsuedii

12 -1 p.m
Weight Watchers at Work
Meeting

restructuring plan

Union 314

By K.lly D«y

S-ffl - 8 pm
Beer Tasting:
Extreme Beefs

Reporter

After an extended recess
between general assembly

Union Pub

7-8:30 p.m.
CareerStarz!
Forty Ways to Freal Out
an Employer
Union 228

8 p.m.
Nine Planets and Counting:
Is Pluto a planet?
Multi-media show in the Planetarium.
$l donation suggested.
Planetarium - Science Building 112

8 -10 p.m.
Pub Unplugged:
Scott Loehike performs
Union Pub

Society For News Design
Meeting
SND is lor all students interested in
design, no experience
necessary.
0lscamp224

College Democrats
Informational Meeting
BA114

9-10pm
College Republicans
Meeting
Olscamp 219

9-10:15 p.m.
Vision (GLBTO
Weekly Meeting
Hanna Hall 107

3

meetings, the Undergraduate
Student Government is back
to tackle some tough issues
In the coming semester. At
last night's meeting, a debate
surrounding (JSG's constitution and bi-laws was the
main topic of concern.
At-large senator lasoii
Snead presented the draft
of a new constitution, which
was written by a committee
of several interested USG
senators over the past several weeks. After encountering loopholes and ambiguous passages in the current
constitution, Snead and the
other senators took it upon
themselves to attempt to
write a constitution that is
free of such rough patches.
"The current constitution
is vague where it needs to be
detailed and detailed where
it needs to be vague,'' Snead
said.
But the main topic of discussion wasn't the current
constitution's flaws, but
rather the proposal for an
entirely new structure of the
USG The document proposes to divide the senate into
two chambers, the House
of Representatives and the
Senate, similar to the U.S.
Congress.
After extensive research,
Snead found no university
with a bicameral legislation.
ID Snead, the new structure
is an opportunity for USG
to try something that hasn't
been done before in student
government
"We can put BGSU's
Undergraduate
Student
Government on the map.
possibly setting a national

precedent," he said.
Snead argued that in having a bicameral congress, the
USG Senators could focus
more on addressing the concerns of their own constituents.
"We |could| accomplish
twice as much work with
the same amount of effort,"
Snead said.
But the idea of two chambers did not appeal to several
senators, who find it important to remain one unit.
"I'm concerned with the
fact that they're splitting us
up," At-I.arge Senator Patrick
Dehnart said. "With the
daily life of an average student it s going to be very hard
to maintain a proper line of
communication."
At-Large Senator Mike
Woodall is also concerned

1

1

H m^*-

about the proposal to become
a bicameral legislation, but
said the more critical issue is
the senate's recent focus on
internal affairs.
"I'm afraid that if we spend
more time revamping our
organization in ways that are
not necessary we'll lose sight
of what we're here for. and
that's the students," he said.
Though the constitution
was presented tonight, it
will be discussed for several
weeks before any decision is
made.
Stephen
Swanson,
a
Senator in the Graduate
Student Senate, will be
attending USG's retreat this
Saturday to give his insight
on the proposed changes.
USG Vice President k listen
Kulbis is excited to hear what
Swanson will say about the
issue.
"I think he will do a great
job at focusing USG's attention on what we need right
now," she said.

,.E CATEGORY
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Cultural
Governing Bodv
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COMING ALONG: Outside of the Sebo center on the north side of the football stadium

Construction continues on Sebo Center
By Mtgan Yodzis
Reporter

Complete with weight rooms,
sports medicine facilities, hoard
rooms and! herapy pools for at hletes, the Sebo Outer is moving
along quickly.
Paint, dry walls and minor
electrical details is all the new
Sebo Center has to look forward
to before the grand opening.
"It is going great, the windows
are in and it's really taking formation inside," said Bob Sebo,
a BG alumnus and Board of
Trustees member, who was also
the largest donor to the Sebo

Center.
The original deadline for
completion was set for February
but due to a minor set back with
the elevator shaft the new target
date is set for April.
The elevator has been rebuilt,
it was just a minor setback we
had," Sebo said.
The third floor is painted
and just needs minor electrical
work, ceiling features and other
details such as desks, chairs and
computers, said Ben Spence, the
operations manager.
The second floor is all dry
walled and ready to be painted,
he said.

"There have been no setbacks
due to recent weather condit it ins
because all the work is being
done inside," Spence said.
Before spring break they hope
to have everything painted, al
the dry walls put in and the electric done, he said.
"As far as I know everyone is
really happy and all the financial aspects have been covered,"
Sebo said.
There is still an intention
to have a big celebration in
September for the first home
football game of the season, but
the building itself should be finished in April. Sebo said.
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Bowling Green, Ohio
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Check out our Web Site for Specials and
Pictures of apartments
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"The resolution was delivered dead. Ten more similar resolutions will not
affect our economy and Our policy." - Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, president of Iran,
on U.N. condemnation of Iran's weapons program, from Tlme.com

PEOPLE ON

THE STREET

"No for both"

Tuesday. January 23.2007 4

Should smoking be allowed in restaurants and bars after 9 p.m.??
"Yeah. A lot of people

"I would say yes

"Restaurants, no.

who don't smoke are

because I think it's

Bars, yes"

fc

younger children and

the establishment's

Have your own take on

are out of there by

right to choose."

today's People On The
Stieet? Or a suggestion for

9 pm"
JEREMY ARDNER.
Jwiioi. AYA Life Sciences

Contraceptives not
an abortion solution
A IAURENWAITER

\\r arc living in a i uluiic that,
fin llic most part, Is not open to

the beauty and the mystery of
the gift ol life. Abortion is one
manifestation ol this lack of

openness.
Another form of this lack
of openness is the use of
contraception. Some say
contraceptives will solve the
problem ol abortion, but as
well-intentioneil as contraception advocates may be, contraceptives arc not an adequate
solution in preventing abortion.
Contraception and abortion are
rooted in the same mentality
-eliminating one of the dual
aspects of sex. Since sex is
designed to both unite a couple
as well as create new life, splitting them can cause serious
problems.
I\>pe Maul IV, who served its
pontiff ol the ( athoUc < lunch
from 196.) to 1978, wrote the
encyclical I lumanaeYitaein
l«if!. a time when the contraceptive pill was becoming
inoie popular. In llumanae
Vitae, the pope predicted four
societal consequences if contraception became the norm.
Summarized by theologian
Dr. lanei Smiths "Pope Paul VI
as Prophet") 11 There would be
a decline in moral standards.
21 Men will have less respect
for women :il IVople will
assume "unlimited dominion"
of their bodies, altering their
own "physical make-up". J)
Governments will abuse power
by imposing programs diat
restrict life.
Taking a critical look at the
climate of the culture today,
one will see that these things
are very real and sometimes
even common situations. Does
contraception have something
to do with it?
There is reason to think so.
It is another manifestation of
an anti-life attitude in Western
society.
Now, don't get me wrong, I'm
not saying that every couple
should have fourteen kids, but
people should be open to the
gift of life. If there is serious
reason to prevent pregnancy
or if a couple wishes to achieve
pregnancy, then a healthy
alternative is to practice Natural
Family Planning. NIT' is not
the old fashioned rhythm
method; it is a highly effective
method of charting a woman's
common signs of fertility and
can be between 95 and 98 percent effective, according to a
2002 snidy by the Institute for
Reproductive I lealth. If couple's
choose to postpone pregnancy,
they simply abstain from sex
during times of fertility. It is
not willfully anti-procreative; it
does not split die dual purpose
of sex.
According to Crisis Magazine,
couples who practice NFP are
estimated to have a divorce rate
of less dian 4 percent. This
data conies from various figures
compiled by die Couple to

Couple league, an organization dedicated to teaching NIT!
This estimated divorce rate is
in stark contrast to the estimated SO percent divorce rate
in our country, one that widely
accepts the use of contraception. Ironically, die divorce rate
began to rise dramatically in the
I9fi()s, the same time when the
birth control was beginning to
gain popularity. It makes one
wonder whetiier or not contraception also negatively impacts
marriage in society.
It is worth taking a critical
look at the role ol contraception
in modem society. It seems as

though contraception perpemates the lack of openness of life
that is also found in the abortion tragedy.
The purpose of this column
is not to condemn anyone.
Most people don't realize how
contraception and an anti-life
mentality affect our society.
This has been so embedded
into our generation, that we do
not even know any different
Hut if we don't start looking at
dlis modem phenomenon,
then we could head for even

greater problems.
Case in point: the depopulation of Hurope. In the past
few years, Europe has become
increasingly depopulated.
Now, according to a report by
the British Broadcast Company,
European Union governments
arc encouraging people to have
more children because every
country in the European Union
have Total Fertility Hates (births
per woman] under 2.1, which is
the replacement fertility rate.
The reason governments are
becoming more concerned
widi depopulation is because
of the economic consequences.
The BBC reports that this concern comes with a shrinking
working class. Some experts
even claim that Hurope is dying.
According to the United
Nations Development
Programme 2006 Human
Development report, the
United Slates has a TFR of 2.0.
I can only imagine that it's
because of this anti-life mentality that has been so ingrained
into those of us in Western
society. As philosopher and
theologian Dr. Peter Kbritansky
has written, "Parenthood is
both a gift and an immense
responsibility... but |some| arcso daunted by the responsibility
that they refuse the gift."
But let's not refuse die gift. As
I mentioned last week, being a
parent means a lot of sacrifices.
You don't need to lx> a parent to
see this, lust look at your own
parents, I'm sure they made
many sacrifices for you that
you do not even know about.
But do they regret it? Doubt it
Because when they look at you,
there is no way they think dial
the responsibility that it took to
raise you outweighs the gift that
you are.
To become a culture of life,
we must all open our hearts
to die gift of life. If we don't,
we could be headed down the
same road Europe is on.
Send'comments to Laum Walter at
rdtalQbgsuedu
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Ohio smoking ban. unfair, problematic
SCOTT DECKER

^flP^^COLIMIST

To thedismay of many Ohio
smokers, voters passed Issue 5
on November 7.2006, creating
Ohio's indoor smoking ban. This
ban requires "public places" and
places of employment" to prohibit smoking inside their establishments. T hey must place
signs on their doors sportinga
"No Smoking" warning, which
must also have the number for
people to report incidences to.
The smoking ban covers many
public places that include bars
and restaurants.
So far there has not been
much objection to this new ban
because it has not been seriously
enforced yet. Violators won't face
|>enalties until die state finalizes dozens of rules to enforce
the ban. The Director of I lealth
has six months Dune 7,2007) to
adopt rules on how the procedure will work on how to enforce
this law.
The ban has a good idea for
protecting non-smokers from
dangerous second-hand smoke,
but their actions for this protection were done in an unfair fash-

ion. The ban is definitely a good
idea for restaurants because of
the frequent visits from families
with small children, pregnant
women and people who are sickened by the smell of smoke.
Bars are a different story.
People go to bars to drink,
socialize and smoke cigarettes,
lamilies with young children do
not hang around bars at 9 p.m.
on a Friday night. People who
hang around bars at this hour
seek inebriation and excitement.
They seek the "party scene" and
smoking has long been a common norm in this scene Taking
smoking away from people in die
late-night drinking scene in bars
seems like rights are being taken
away without protecting the
rights of others. Since the country we live in is a free one, this
strategy to make everyone happy
baffles my mind. A smoking ban
in restaurants is acceptable, but
in bars it seems ridiculous.
Then with this compromise
we run into the problem of the
restaurants that are liar and grills,
such as Jed's and Buffalo Wild
Wings. Maybe it would make
sense if these places would transition between being smoking
and non-smoking band on the
time of the day. Perhaps smoking
in these establishments should
be forbidden during the day
and into the early evening When

families are present. Then in the
evening, around 9 p.m., smoking
should be allowed because the
family atmosphere has left and
the "party scene" has moved in.
Everyone's rights should be
considered in this decision
because people's health is important, but taking away too many
rights may lead to a slippery
slope into a way of life that would
make our forefathers frown.
When this ban starts being
enforced and citations are being
handed out, people will start
objecting and rebelling about the
unfairness of this law. When this
law hits home and people are
starting to be harassed and citied
for public smoking, conflict will
start. This will especially occur
in bars where excessive alcohol
consumption has been going
on. People will try to smoke in
liars when they are intoxicated
because alcohol obviously lowers
consideration for social norms
and laws. This will cause serious
problems that will lead to a lot
of confrontations and disorderly
conduct.
Not many people realize, or
care to realize, the seriousness of
Ohio's smoking ban. People treat
the smoking ban like a concept
or some kind of humorless joke
ratiier than an enforced law.
When the ban is in full effect, and
citations arc being handed out. I

believe there will be much more
rebellion against this unfair law.
This smoking ban hits
home, and all of us here at the
University will be affected by dlis
ban one way or another sometime in the next year. This ban
does not seem popular around
the collegiate "party scene" which
usually falls into the age group of
21 to 27. Brittany Cheesewright. a
sophomore I PC major, states that
"restaurants are a family environment and there are children
and elderly people who slwtild
not be subjected to smoke, but
when you go to a bar it is almost
implied someone will be smoking." Agreeing with Brittany
and going even a little further
in denouncing die statewide
smoking ban Brad Bisheimer,
a sophomore Graphic Design
major. "The smoking ban is taking away our freedom, because
die government is putting limitations on where we can use a legal
substance," Bisheimer said.
The smoking ban might not
be a huge issue right now, but it
will be. There will be many angry
people because diey were kicked
out of a bar and issued a $100
fine, with their only crime being
smoking a legal substance.
SendammenB toScottRedxrat
sied&eixpuedu
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Ail should come together
for King celebration
Your "Rev. lesse Jackson not
the right man to speak" opinion
was clear in its intent and message.
There was no ambiguity in
what you wanted to say. Yes, you
were 'successful' in that regard.
However, in 2007, die Rev.
lesse lackson will speak on
campus on Thursday, Ian. 25.
BGSU has invited him to do
so, so that is it for the Dr. King's
legacy speech this year. He will
be here on this Thursday. You

will have the opportunity to
hear his message firsthand.
I ask you, who would have
been you /your group's choice?
How about this simple suggestion?
In 2008, on Monday, Ian. 14,
BGSU will have another opportunity to celebrate Dr. King's
day on campus. How about ALL
of us come together and have
a powerful people's program
on that day? One with everybody - students, faculty, staff,
maybe the BG city/community
- included and involved too?
What a truly unifying day that
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day can be! Carpe diem!
There will be a full day of
events for everyone. This way,
those students who chose to go
home the Friday before on Jan.
11 will have missed out - knowingly - on diat Ian. 14,2008 day
for Dr. King's legacy and for the
all-campus BGSU event.
It can happen - let us start
planning SOON. I am here
to assist you/ anyone/everyone/any 01 ganizaticmls 1 /any
group(s) in whatever way 1 can.
This kind of celebratory day is
long overdue at BGSU anyway...
do you agree?

"How about ALL of
us come together
and have a powerful
people's program on
that day?"
Ian. 23,2007 can be the first
day of the planning necessary
for a great Ian. 14 2008 celebration for Dr. King at BGSU.
— ErrolLam, Committee to
Advance Racial Equalityw

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR an
to be fewer than 500 words. These
are usually in response to a current
issue on the University's campus or
the Bowling Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are longer
pieces between 400 and S00 words
These are usually also in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area
The maximum number of submissions for columns is two pet month

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed

EMAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to then«ws@bgnews.
com with the subject line marked
letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column." Only e-mailed letters
and columns will be considered for
printing. All letters are subject to
review for length and clarity before
printing.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News
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GAMERS
From Page 1
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GAMESTOP: From games to controllers, the store has it all.

Pioch said Game Slop offers
things (hat small gaming stores
like C and C Games don't, such as
a subscription to Game Informer
magazine which constantly
offers store discounts on games,
DVD's and gaming accessories.
Ryan Collins, owner of C and
C Games on East Wboster Street,
said he used to work for Game
Stop and is not worried about
them stealing any business,
mostly because of the distance
between the two stores.
"Bowling Green is big enough
for a couple game stores," Collins
explained. "Game Stop is more
geared towards the Wal-Mart
customers, they tend to follow
Wal-Mart around. We want the
college kids but also the locals
too.".
C and C manager, Adam
Canino, said Game Stop's buy
back policy lacks because of
its corporate influences, where

MEMORIAL
Fn

faculty members and family members filled the aisles of Prout Chapel
in memory of the 21-year-old
mechanical engineering student
who died on Dec. 14.
Adam grew up in San Antonio,
Texas, where he lived with his family
for the first part of his life. 1 le moved
to Chagrin Kails, Ohio where he
attended Chagrin Ifllls I ligh before
moving to the University to pursue
a degree in mechanical engineering. By attending the University he
hoped to fulfill his goal and begin
working in the automotive industry after graduation.
Inside the chapel the walls were
filled with tributes to Adam; pictures of Adam hanging Out with
his roommates, lined up with his
friends liefore his high school prom
and canoeing on a childhood vacation. Before the service friends and
family gathered in casual groups,
swapping stories about Adam and
looking back on all of the parties
and road trips they had together.
They laughed as they remembered
his sarcastic and laid back sense of
humor.
The service began with a
PowerPoint presentation made
for Adam by his friend Heather

C and C's policy is based off of
Game Spot's prices.
"People are realizing how
much more we give in trade compared to them and we sell the
used games for about the same
price but less," Canino said. "We
always give a student discount
for students for 10 percent off all
pre-played games, and you don't
have to buy the magazine that
they do."
Meg Pirrung, junior, thinks
both stores have their advantages and disadvantages and
Bowling Green will ultimately
benefit from having two gaming
stores.
"Well C and C is going to have
cheaper stuff but Game Stop
will have more mainstream stuff
because its a chain," Pirrung
said. "It's not going to go away
or something, because its a
chain and its owned by someone
somewhere else Sometimes I go
to C and C and they have a lot of
tilings but sometimes they don't
have some stuff. Game Stop is
going to have everything."

lenkins, and friends wiped their
eyes as they watched the slideshow
of his two and a half years at the
University.
The slideshow was followed by
a moment of silence for Adam;
the room fell still while friends and
relatives quietly paid tribute to
Adam. The silence was broken by a
series of personal reflections given
by Adam's college and high school
friends.
The scene at Prout last night
was not only one of sadness but
also one of hope and dedication.
lhn)ughtears,Adam'sfiiendscould
not help but laugh as they remembered Adam checking himself out
in front of the mirror, telling a joke
or dancing the "Chagrin Shuffle"
as his roommate D.I. Underwood
named Adam's distinctive dance
last year.
I Ms friends remember Adam as
quiet at first, but then funny and
easy going; always willing to listen
and not shy to tell a friend what he

thought
Adam loved sports, he loved hip
hop music and his favorite band
was Phish. I lis friends said that you
could often find him Staying up all
night just joking around or talking
about life. He cared deeply about
his friends
Caitlin Boyle, Adam's neighbor at
founders, remembered staying up

LATE
From Page 1

"I really don't watch
a lot of TV or surf
the web at all."
Josh Schusterman| Sophomore

JORDAN FtOWER

TRADE-IN:BG Junior Zacl Isch surveys the many options he lias lor a trade in on a game
for his at Gamestop.

all night talking with Adam, going
out together and making trips to
tan together on weekend afternoons.
"He loved life," Boyle said. T le
loved his friends and having a good
time and he was a real free sprit."
Adam was always willing It) help
a friend, he was always ready to
talk to them, roommate Chase
Clements said. He described Adam
as "an amazing person, he had a
big heart and I am going to miss
him."
The packed chapel was a testament to the fact that Adam touched
the lives of everybody he met. His
stepfather Gus Aberle said he is forever grateful for knowing Adam.
"Seeing Adam grow over the |>ast
six years has been one of the greatest gifts 1 could have asked for,"
Aberle said.
Those who knew Adam made it
clear that they came together last
night not to mourn Adam's death,
but to celebrate his life.
His friends vowed to dedicate
their lives to Adam and his memory. His closest friends organized the
service, and wanted to make surethai through stories and pictures,
music and jokes Adam will be
remembered and will live on in the
lives of all of the people he touched
al the University and throughout
his life.

WIRELESS
From Page 2
can occur. Someone could
be running peer to peer
programs that can reduce a
user's bandwidth, Strickland
said.
Teddy Itader. sophomore1,
takes precautions against
people Irving to access his
wireless connection by
making sure his wireless is
encrypted and by making
sure his SSID isn't broadcast.
"1 encrypt it and don't
broadcast my SSID." Hader
said. "I do the best I can It)
keep my connection protected."
SSID stands for service
set identifier and is bow the
wireless network is identi-

"I consider it more
like sharing or
borrowing."
Teddy Rade'l Sophomore
Bed to users attempting
to access it. Tun computers have to have matching
ssii) to access a wireless
area network. I laving your
ssiDhroadcast Increases the
chance of someone using
your connection.
Using someone else's wiie
less is sometimes referred to
as wireless theft, but liader
doesnt feel that is the right
term,
"I consider it more like
sharing or borrowing," Itader
said.

The largest pig on record
was a Poland-China hog "
named "Big Bill", who
weighed 2,552 lbs.

t

Dillinger, sophomore, said.
But losh Schuslerman, sophomore, said the technology is not
what's keeping him from studying.
"1 really don't watch a lot
of TV or surf the web at all,"
Schuslerman said, "I just gel distracted with my friends more
than anything, with trying to
come up with plans on what to
do outside of school."
According to Steel, his study
has also proven that procrastination makes people poorer, fatter, and less happy.
"I think everyone gets mad
when they put things off,"
Kinkaid said. "I gel really angry
and don't like to talk to people
because I'm so stressed out and
behind."
Schuslerman, on the other
hand, said he doesn't gel too
upset about delaying his work.
"It makes me mad when 1
do procrastinate, but I can usually handle it," he said. "1 think
I would dt) better if I didn't procrastinate but I always end up
doing all right."
'Through economic and psychological studies, Steel found a
link between some financial problems and procrastination. lX'lay
on filing taxes, for example, cost
an average person S-KX) per year,
Steel said. Dillinger had a similar
financial problem,
"I usually wait until the last minute to Christmas shop because I
never know what to get and then
at the last minute, 1 go out and buy
everything for everyone,* Dillinger
said. "I charge everything to my
credit card and end up spending
way more money than my limit."
Three out of four college students consider themselves procrastinators, according to the
study. Steel also found that men
are worse than women and the
young are more likely to procrastinate than the old. Setting attainable goals, working when you
have tlie most energy, and unplugging distractions are helpful tips
to overcome these statistics, Steel
said.
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Peacemaking: Israel and Palestine left with no choice but to talk
ByAmyT.ib.l

in his power struggle against
I lamas militants.
"We're at the pre-negotiation stage where the emphasis is on confidence-building measures," Miri Bisin, a
spokeswoman for Israeli Prime
Minister liliud Olmert, said
yesterday. "But we're not talking about the substance."
The 2003 road map — which
outlines a staged plan for creating a Palestinian state alongside
Israel — never got off the ground
because each side failed to meet
its initial obligations. With the
Israeli-Palestinian peace pro( ess in deep freeze since .'111K).

The Associated Press
IERUSALEM -- After months of
inaction. .1 flurry of diplomatic
activity toward reviving IsraeliPalestinian peacemaking is
underway.
SecretaryofStateCondoleezza
Rice is planning a summit with
Israeli and Palestinian leaders,
top Israeli officials are floating
peace initiatives anil the moderate Palestinian president says he
is ready to discuss the outlines
ol a final settlement.
lint with llamas militants
dominating the Palestinian par
liameni and Cabinet, and weak
leadership on all sides, no one
expects a deal any time soon.
The U.S. and Israel are trying to build on the "road map"
peace plan by initiating confidence-building steps such
as easing financial sanctions
on the Palestinians and lifting
West Hank roadblocks. They
ire also holding out the prospeel of more wide-ranging
concessions to help Palestinian
President Mahmoud Abbas

and the political riseofHamas in
the Palestinian territories, mod
crates on each side have found
themselves with little choice but
to start talking again.
In the past few weeks, the
Israeli and Palestinian leaders held their first substantive
meeting, and Israel followed up
by transferring $100 million in
frozen tax revenues to Abbas.
Rice has promised to lead a
summit with Abbas and Olmert
by mid-February, and is talk-

ing about reinvigorating U.S.
involvement in Mideast peacemaking.
Meanwhile, the estranged
leaders of the two most powerful
Palestinian factions, Abbas and
I lamas leader Khalcd Mashaal,
met over t he weekend in Syria to
try to put together a governing
coalition that could negotiate
with Israel. Though they did not
reach agreement, they said they
would continue the dialogue.
Karly next month, the socalled quartet of Mideast
peace brokers who launched
the road map — the U.S., the
European Union, Russia and
the U.N. — also plan to meet
to explore ways to re-energize
peacemaking.
Sharp
differences
have
emerged between the Israeli
and Palestinian positions, however. The Palestinians oppose
an Israeli proposal for a provisional Palestinian stale in the
West Hank and (laza, believing
Israel could use it to usurp land
while the sides negotiate endlessly over so-called final status

MUHAMMf D MUHEISEN

During a news conference in the West Bank city ol Ramallah. Sunday. Jan 14.2007. After months of inaction, a flurry of diplomatic activity
toward tewing Israeli-Palestinian peacemaking is under way. Rice is planning a summit with Israeli and Palestinian leaders, lop Israeli leaders
are floating peace initiatives and the moderate Palestinian president says he's ready to discuss the outlines of a final settlement.
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Suicide bombers kill 88
Shiites in violence campaign

Pig farmer charged for murdering 26 women
By Jeremy Hainsworth
fhe Associate IPn

NEW WESTMINSTER, British
Columbia — A Canadian pig
tanner confessed to killing M
women and was caught Iwfore
he could reach his goal of making it an even 50, prosecutors
told jurors at the start of his murder trial yesterday.
Robert William I'ickton, 56.
has been charged with killing
26 women, mostly prostitutes
and dnig addicts who vanished
from Vancouver's impoverished
Downtown bastsidc neighborhood in the 1990s.
Prosecutor Derrill Prevett
stunned the counrooin by saying that Pickton told investigators, including an undercover
i ifficcr planted in his jail cell, that

he had slain 49 women.
"1 was going to do one more
and make it an even 50." Prevett
quoted Pickton as telling investigators. "I made my own grave by
being sloppy."
Pickton told one officer that
he would be "nailed to the cross"
and described himself as a mass
murderer who deserved to be on
death row. Prevett claimed.
Pickton has pleaded not guilty
to six counts ol first degree murder in what is expected to be
the most macabre and lengthy
murder trial in Canadian history. The other 20 counts are
expected to be heard at a later
(rial. If convicted, he faces life
in prison. Canada abolished the
death penalty in 1976.
Defense lawyer Peter Ritchie
told jurors that Pickton did not
kill or participate in the mur-

ders of the six women covered
in the first trial.
Ritchie asked the jury to pay
close attention to Pickton's
demeanor in the videotapes
with his interrogators, in particular his level of sophistication, lie asked the jury to listen closely to details regarding
Pickton's relationship with his
brother, David.
Ihe brothers reared pigs on
the family's 17-acre farm outside Vancouver, where investigators say the Picktons threw
drunken raves with prostitutes and drugs. After Robert
Pickton's arrest in February
2002, health officials issued a
tainted meat advisory to neighbors who may have bought
pork from his farm, concerned
that it may have contained
human remains.

You Want it? We Got it!
Apartments Available for Rent
2007-2008
1 Bedroom Apartments
517 REED STREET-AtThuntin.
Furn. or Unfurn., One Bdrm. & One bath. School
Year - One Person Rate- S465
One Year - One Person Rate - $400

449-455 S. ENTERPRISE

707-727 THIRD STREET - One Bedroom.
Furn. or Unfurn., One bath
School Year - One Person Rate- $395
One Year - One Person Rate - $350

839 SEVENTH STREET

825 THIRD STREET - Pets Allowed!
Furnished or Unfurnished, One bath.
School Year - One Person Rate $465
One Year - One Person Rate - $410

810-815 FOURTH STREET

Furn. or Unfurn., One bdrm. One Bath.
School Year - One Person Rate $385
One Year - One Person Rate - $350

Unfurnished, One bath. Dishwasher.
School Year - One Person Rate- $460
One Year - One Person Rate - $395

Furn. or Unfurn, One bdrm. One Bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $435
One Year - One Person Rate - $370

2 Bedroom Apartments
810 FIFTH; 649,707 SIXTH;
818 SEVENTH

701 FOURTH STREET

One Year - Two Person Rate $475

Furn. or Unfurn., Two bdrm.
One bath w/Vanity in each bdrm.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $620
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520

831 SEVENTH

840-850 SIXTH STREET

Furn.or Unfurn, One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School Year Two Person Rate- $560
One Year - Two Person Rate • $485

Furn. or Unfurn., Two Full baths.

Furn or Unfurn., One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $565

School Year -Two Person Rate $650

By Kim Gwamel
The Associated Press

BAGHDAD, Iraq — A suicide
bomber crashed his car into a central Baghdad market crowded with
Shiites just seconds after another
car bomb ton' through the stalls
where vendors were hawking
DVDs and used clothing, leaving
88 dead yesterday in the bloodiest
attack in two months.
The bombings, along with a
double bombing that killed 12
people in Ihe town of Klialis. battered Sliiites during one of their
holiest festivals. The attacks were
the latest in a renewed campaign
of insurgent violence in advance of
a U.S.-lraqi security operation.

AP PHOTO
MURDER: Robert William Pickton. 52.
is seen in this undated image made from
video The Canadian pig farmer accused of
murdering at least 26 women goes to court
Monday. Jan 22.2007 fo- what is expected
to be Ihe country's most gruesome and
costly jury trial ever

David Pickton, who has not
been accused in Ihe murders,
told Ihe Associated I'ress in
December that he intended to
raise cattle on the property, now
surrounded hv townhouscs.

In all, 137 people were killed or

505 CLOVGH-Behind Kioto's.

Unfurnished, 11/2 baths, Dishwasher.

Two Furn. or Unfurn., One bath & Vanity. School

School Year - Two Person Rate- $630

Year-Two Person Rate-$630

One Year - Two Person Rate • $530

One Year ■ Two Person Rate - $530

402 HIGH STREET

521 E. MERRY-near Offenhauer

Furn. or Unfurn., One bath.
School Year-Two Person Rate $590
One Year - Two Person Rate - $490

a shoulder-fired weapon.

ran fears U.S. attack tests missiles
ByAliAkbarDareini
The Associated Press

TEHRAN, Iran — Iran conducted missile tests yesterday
as its leadership stepped up
warnings of a possible military
confrontation with the United
States.
In another show of defiance,
Tehran said yesterday it had
barred .'18 United Nations nuclear inspectors from entering the
country, apparently in retaliation for a U.N. Security Council
resolution last month imposing
limited sanctions on Iran.
The
drum-beating
suggested Iran does not intend
to back down in its standoff
with the West. It could also
aim to rally the public behind
the government and silence
increasingly bold criticism at
home of President Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad's
antagonism
toward the United Stales.
Iran's leaders have touted the
possibility of a U.S. attack since
President Bush announced on
Ian. 9 the deployment of a second aircraft carrier to the Gulf
region, a move U.S. officials
have said is a show of strength
directed at Iran.
Last month, the Security
Council imposed limited trade
sanctions on Iran over its refusal
to cease uranium enrichment,

a process that can produce ftiel
for nuclear energy or bombs.
The Iranian military yesterday began live days of maneuvers near the northern city of
Garmsar, about 60 miles southeast of Tehran, state television
repotted. The military tested its
Zarzal-1 and Iiijr-5 missiles, the
report said
The Zalzal-1, able to carry
a 1,200-pound payload, has a
range of 200 miles. That would
put Iraq, U.S. bases in the Gulf,
and eastern Saudi Arabia in its
range. The Fajr-5, with a 1.800pound payload, has a range of

35 miles.
Neither could reach Israel, but
Iran has other missiles that can.
It was not known whether the
missiles tested are capable of
carrying nuclear warheads.
The Iranian show of strength
came as the American aircraft
carrier USS Stennis was heading toward the Gulf, joining the
USS Dwight D. Eisenhower in
a beefed-up American military
presence. The Stennis is expected to arrive in late February.
The U.S. is also deploying
Patriot missiles and nuclear submarines to the Persian Gulf and
F-16 fighter planes to the Incirlik
base in neighboring Turkey.
Defense Secretary Robert
Gates said the buildup aimed
to impress on Iran that the fouryear war in Iraq has not made

America vulnerable.
Washington and its allies
accuse Iran of secretly trying
to develop atomic weapons.
Tehran denies the allegation,
insisting its nuclear-activities
are aimed only at producing
energy. The U.S. also accuses
Iran of backing militants fueling
Iraq's violence.
The U.S. buildup has sparked
loud warnings from Iranian officials that the United States will
attack.
U.S. officials have long refused
to rule out any options in the
faceoff with Tehran, but say
military action would be a last
resort.
A military' official told the
Associated I'ress Iranian forces
have been put on high alert. He
spoke on condition of anonymity because he was not authorized to release the information
to the media.
Over the past few days, hardline newspapers have threatened suicide attacks against
American targets and claimed
missiles fired from Iran would
turn Israel into "a scorching hell"
if the U.S. takes military action.
One of the papers that carried
the threats yesterday is close to
Iran's supreme leader Ayatollah
Ali Khamenei — suggesting
the highest levels are involved
in ringing the alarm over the
American deployment.

TIRE SALE
MECHANICAL I OIL CHANGE

Furn. or Unfurn. Two Bdrm. One Bath
School Year - Two Person Rate- $655
One Year • Two Person Rate • $565

835 FOURTH STREET

14

lOFF

Furn. or Unfurn., Two Bedroom.
School Y^ar ■ Two Person Rate- $590
One Year - Two Person Rate - $490

■

NEWLOVE
J5W S&tate. *)*c.

found de-ad across Iraq, including
a teacher who was gunned down
as she was on her way to work at a
girls' school in a mainly Suniii area
of Baghdad.
Ihe toll also included the bulletriddled bodies of at least .10 people,
apparent victims of death squads
largely run by Shite militias.
An al-Qaida-luiked coalition of
Iraqi Sunni insurgents claimed its
fighters shot down an American
military helicopter in a Saturday
crash that killed 12 U.S. soldiers.
The U.S. military has said the
cause of the crash has not been
determined.
In Washington, a senior military
official said investigators found
debris near the scene of the helicopter crash that could be part of

One Year - Two Person Rate - $540

724 S. COLLEGE DRIVE

.--JOHN

AP PHOTO

SETTLEMENT: United States Secretary ol State Condokwzza Rice. left, and Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas, look at each other

i Mechanical
Repair

I ■ I I

ii

i li ■; M MI ^1 :;;: il in
319 E. Wooster Street. Bowling Grew, OH
(Located Across Fwri Taco Be»|
Rental Office 419-354-2260
Hours Mon thru Frl. 8:30-5:30 Sat. 8:30-5:00
wmr.johnnemtoverealeslale com

"We've got a place for everyone!"

I

j with Tire Rotation*!
;

IncludM FREE Inspection

HMMUMMCOUNTUt

WE WELCOME COMRAMV CARS » NATIONAL ACCOUNTS
l«"• rtl sror yt«f ftnVKL ilwum—

9M »•■«■

QSBMKE CENTERS £
1MB MI—I • Hew frwn

FREE SHUTTLE
TO A FROM
BGSU CAMPUS
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Find more coupons and details about NitroMax, visit www.thetireman.com
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It's difficult to be successful without the right resources behind you. So why not team up with a
leader in the industry to help you? UPS has so much to offer, and if you're a student, you'll really
appreciate our Earn and Learn' Program, where^u can work just 3-1/2 to 5 hours a day and get
as much as $23,000* in college education assistance as a part-time employee. Get a little help from
your friends at UPS.

Apply online at www.upsjobs.com

1

BROWN DO FOR Y

The UPS
EARNAND

LEARN
Program

Get up to kTMinnar
College Education Assistance
' °

t naati s a litt
elp now and then.

■\ra

~

ti

Part-Time Package Handlers
•$8.50 an hour, with increases of 50C
after 90 days & 50C at one year
•Full Medical Benefits
•Weekly Paychecks
•Weekends & Holidays Off
•Paid Vacations
•Consistent Work Schedules
Come see a UPS Recruiter on campus:
Monday, January 22nd
From 3pm-5:30pm
Student Union
'Program guidelines apply.
UPS is an equal opportunity employer.
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Autism receives national attention, funding
By Jam Jarvil

MCI
FORTWORTH.Ttexas AsaHtde
hoy, Cotton Hanis punched lit1list through living room walk and
bedroom windows,
Sometimes he would twisi Ins
pale iliin legs like a contortionist TWice lie hem his ankle until
II broke.
Now id. ((iiiini is the size of
a man. bin wild llinv linns the
testosterone. Instead of shoving bis fisi through a wall, he
slams his body Into it. lusl after
Thanksgiving, he knot kedoutthe
only windowpane In the family's
north Ron Worth home thai had
not been replaced with Pledglas.
Gallon's parents worn as theii
autistic son grows older, strongei
and more aggressive. In five years
Colton will no longer be eligible
tor special-education servi
The < ombadng \utism vi
signed by President Bush last
month authorized $920 million in
federal funds over five years topaj

foi research, edu ation, screen
ing and intervention. Sdvot ales
praised leaders Ibi acknowledg
ing autism as .i healthcare crisis,
i (there say there's too much locus
onresean h when services require
more immediate attention
"We also have got to do some
ihing Ibi the here and now." said
Anna Hundley, executivedlrectoi
oi the Autism Ireatmeni ( enters,
which have offices in Dallas and
sin \nionio It's like cancer, you
have to find out the cause, but you
have to treat the disease, too
"Mosl peoples' idea ol autism
conies from the movie 'Rain
Man," said Anne Dacliel, a
membei ol the National Autism
Association.
Mm the disordei affo is children in differenl ways, Some i an
grow up to be fully functioning
adults, For example, some i lnl
dren with \sperger syndrome
sometimes dubbed "autism
light." can graduate from college,
hold jobs and live independently.
i ithers will always be dependent

By Maria McCullough
MCT

R JEENA JACOB I AP PHOTO

ERRATIC BEHAVIOR: G>hon Hanis, 16. often prefers to eat his alter school snack while
'i f Ins rori Woitk Toias. home. Tuesday. December 6.2006
s paltetns of behavior.
on caregivers.
As man) as one in every IWi
children and one in every 104
boys ,n".ii!' i ted In autism spectrum disorders, which include
r\spergei syndrome and other
forms oi autism, according to

the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention. In 1995, there
were 22,780 children with autism
in schools nationwide; by 2004.
there were 166,302, according to the U.S. Department of
Education.

By Eric Hand
MCT

By Jeremy Manier

ST. LOUIS - The laboratory
is cluttered with dirt) dishes.
Doiitos crumbs, aluminum foil
and needle nose pliers
the
detritus of graduate students
whose tilMI-|K)imd steel and wire
Tinkerloy is using in the middle

CHICAGO- NASA's evolving
plans for building a permanent
moon base by 2024 portray the
facility as a scientific outpost
where astronauts will build telescopes, forage- for rare minerals and prepare for future Mars
missions to be launched from
the lunar surface.
Bui the reality is likely to be
far more modest, many scientists say, with few tangible scientific benefits in the short term.
Some researchers who support
the return to the moon argue
that the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration
should downplay any potential scientific payoff and focus
instead on the sheer adventure
of people exploring and living
on new worlds.
The ral ionale—and cost—of
President Hush'sproposed moon
base will be among the first pri-

MCT

of the room
With the apparatus, Ramanath
t owsik. a Washington llniversiu
physicist, will poke and prod at

some of the most daunting problems remaining In physics: u hai
NOAH DEVEREAUX

is causing the universe to fly
Why is gravit) so weak and
so different from the other basic

INTO THE UNKNOWN:... nrjton Umersil
Wagoner discuss the mirrors they are testing with a htgli-fe.
a force detector. November 10.2006. in St Lours t

W PHOTO

handKasey
imeia ikn will be part o'f
I .1 of laboratories

forces in the universe?And what
is the true shape of the universe?
In an era of big science — billion-dollar space telescopes
and atom smashers • Cowsiks
approach is refreshing!) small
Hie apparatus, railed a loision
balance, is cheap and based on a

centuries old idea

into 60 billion pieces.

He says the torsion balance
will cost about $100,000. When
complete, it could measure gravitational forces as small as the
weight ol a bit of a salt grain i ul

"Nobodj has built an instrument this sensitive," Cowsiksaid.
"It is a probe into the unknown."
With the luxury of tenure,
Cowsikis taking his lime.

OK. SO MY SUBS REALLY AREN'T GOURMET <*J.D

¥

ESTABLISHED W CHARLESTON. II
m 1983 TO ADO TO STUDENTS GPA
AND GENERAL DATING ABILITY.

^f»* J°*Ar>

PHILADELPHIA
Pediatrician Steven Shapiro
thinks the new vaccine against
cervical cancer is a major medical advance that will benefit
all of society.
Even so. he isn't offering
(iardasil to his patients. He says
insurance reimbursements
don't cover his costs to buy,
store and administer it.
"I'm in practice with four
physicians and we simply can't
afford it," said Shapiro, who also
chairs the pediatrics department at Abington Memorial
1 lospital.
Seven months alter the federal government approved Merck
& Co. Inc.'s much-heralded
immunization for females ages
9 to 26, Gardasil can be difficult
for patients to get.
By all accounts, the vaccine

WE'RE NOT FRENCH EITHER. MY SUftS JUST TASTE
A LITTLE BETTER. THAT S ALL! I WANTED TO
CALL IT JIMMY JOHNS TASTY SAMIWICHES, BUT

"This [moon base] is the space station writ
large. It's building something just for the
purpose of having something for people to
do in space."
Steven Weinbetg | Astrophysicist
orilies for the new Democratic
leaders of the congressional committees that oversee
NASA's budget and goals. The
Democrats say the administration must explain how it will
pay for the base, expected to
rust around S200 billion over
20 years, without raiding other
missions such as unmanned
probes and studies of the Earth.
What supporters and opponents of a moon base fear most
is a repeat of the International
Space Station, widely considered one of NASA's worst failures. That facility has not delivered on promised research ben-

INFORMATION
800-488-8828

MY MOM TOLD MI TO STICX WITH GOURMET.
SHE THINKS WHATEVER I DO IS GOURMET, BUT
I DONT TMNK IITWR OF US KNOWS WHAT IT

&~ttb*~

8" SUB SANDWICHES

Corporate Headqaaiieis Champaip. II

III of my tasty sub sandwiches an t (nil I inches ol
homemade Ircnch bread, fresh veggies and the finest
meats & cheese I cei buy! And if it matters ti you,
we slice everything fresh everyday in this store, right
here where yei cai see it. (No mystery meat here!)

leal applewood smoked ham aid profoleie cheese
garnished with lettuce, tomato, aid mayo.

«2 BIG JOHN4'
Medium uic choice not keel, tipped will
yimrnj mill, lettuce. ait ttnati.

#3 SORRY CHUCKIE"
fresh hoesem jdc tell, miied will celery, onions,
and nftnty uuce. lien tipped will allilli sprilts.
cucumiei. lettuce, aid tomato (My tuna rocks!)

#4 TURKEY TOM*

liy Sue mi JUS tie tiffin aid saecc
SLIM
SLIM
SLIM
SLIM
SLIM
SLIM

I
2
3
4
5
6

Ham* cheese
Hoist Seel
Tuiasalaa
Turley breast
Salami, capicola. cleese
Deille pioieliie

Low Carb Lettuce Wrap

The original Italian sih with genoa salami, prevelene
capicola, onion, lettuce, toman. I a real tasty Italian
.inaigrettc (let peppers by request)

ttb VEGETARIAN

$

Layers of prorclone cheese separated by real
avocado spread. .Haifa spieets. sliced cucumber.
lettuce, tomato, and mayo (Truly a gourmet sab net
lor vegetarians only
peace dvde!)

Same iijredients and piice if tie
sul or club without tie biead.

YOUR CATERING
SOLUTION!!!
ftM LUMCHCS. FUTWm riKTICSI I

IEIIVIII 111(1$ will include a delivery |
charge ef Sic per item W-llc).

J.J.B.LT."

* » • « JIMMVJ0HNS.COM * . • »

lacon. lettuce, tomato, & maye.
(The only better BIT is mama's ILT)

• SIDE ITEMS •
* Soda fop

JUJ/Sl.dJ

* Ciait ciicalate clip or oatmeal raisii cookie... SI.SB
• leal pitato chips n jueibi lisher dill pickle
• Eitra lead el neat

$1.19
$1.25

* Eitra cleese er eitra arecade spread

$1.10

• lei Peppers

$1.35

F6EE6IES (SUBS ( CLUBS ONLY)
Onion, let luce alfalfa sprouts, tomato, mayo sliced
cucumber Dijon nustaid, ill & vinegar, aid otegano

A full 1/4 pound of real applewood smoked ham.
provolene cheese, lettuce, tomato. & real mayo!

«8 BILLY CLUB
Choice roast beef, smoked ham. prevolone cheese.
lijon mustard, lettuce, tomato. & mayo,

#9 ITALIAN NIGHT CLUB
leal genoa salami Italian capicola smoked ham.
aid pioiolene cheese all topped with lettuce, tomato
••in. mayo, aid our homemade Italian vinaijicttc
(Voi hai'ta irder hit peppers, jest ask!)

#10 HUNTER'S CLUB

THE J J.
GARGANTUAN™
This sandwich was invented by
Jimmy John's brother Hiey. It's huge :
enoujh to feed the hungriest ef all
humans! Tens of fenoa salami, sliced
smoked ham. capicola, roast beef.
turkey £ provolone. jammed into
one ef onr homemade French boos
then smothered with oeiens. mayo,
lettuce, temate. & our homemade
Italian dressing.

#11 COUNTRY CLUB*
Fresh sliced turkey breast, applewood smoked ham.
provolone. and tons of lettuce, tomato, and mayo!
(I very traditional, yet always exceptional classic!)

#12 BEACH CLUB* ®
Fresh baked turkey breast, provolone cheese, avocado
spread, sliced cucumber, sprouts, lettuce, tomato, and
■aye! (It's the real deal, and it ain't even California.)

#13 GOURMET VEGGIE CLUB'
Double provolone. real avocado spread, sliced
cucumber, alfalfa sprouts, lettuce, tomato. & mayo.
(Try it on my 7-grain whole wheat bread. This veggie
sandwich is world class!)

#14 BOOTLEGGER CLUB*

1616 E. WOOSTER

2 Bedroom
Townhouses
Deposit Special
$400

3 Bedroom

Townhouses
> Deposit Special
$500
• Furnished

1Half & 1 Full Bath

• 1 Half &1 Full Bath

Full basement

• Full basement

#15 CLUB TUNA*

Air conditioned

• Air conditioned

The same as our 03 Sorry Chuchie except this one
has a lot more. Fresh housemade tuna salad, provolone.
sprouts, cucumber, lettuce. & tomato

Microwave

■ Microwave

Washer/Dryer

• Washer/Dryer

2 BGSU Shuttle Stops

• 2 BGSU Shuttle Stops

Plenty of Parking

• Plenty of Parking

Dishwasher

• Dishwasher

Garbage Disposal

• Garbage Disposal

least beef, turkey breast, lettuce, tomato & mayo
In American classic, certainly not invented by J.J. hut
definitely tweaked and fine tuned to perfection'

#16 CLUB LULU™
Fresh sliced turkey breast, bacon, lettuce, tomato.
& mayo. (JJ's original turkey & bacon club)

419.352.7200

"YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOHN'S!*
• HIS 7017 701] 7114 7111 JIMMT JOINS f UlNCMISt. IIC

CAMPBELL HILL
Apts.1-75

Furnished

§ WE DELIVER! 7 DAYS A WEEK n
BOWLING GREEN

FREE SPRING BREAK
MODEL SEARCH CALENDAR*

«7 GOURMET SMOKED HAM CLUB

A fill 1/4 pound of fresh sliced medium rare
roast beef, provolone, lettuce, tomato. & mayo.

Fresh sliced tartly breast, topped mill lettuce
temate. alfalfa sprouts, aid mayi. (The iri(iial)

#5 VITO*

www.sandpiperbeacon.com

My club sandwiches have twice the meat and cheese, try it
on my fresh baked ihick sliced 7-gram bread or my famous
homemade trench bread)

PLAIN SLIMS

#l PEPE*

GIANT CLUB SANDWICHES

efits and brought few inspiring
images of exploration from its
perch in low Earth orbit
"This|moonbase| isthe space
Station writ large. It's building
something just for the purpose
of having something for people to do in space," said astrophysicist Steven Weinberg of the
I Iniversity of Texas, a Nobel laureate and frequent critic of the
manned space program.
The researchers with the most
lo gain from a permanent moon
outpost are experts in lunar
geology, who see a chance to
finally glimpse ihc moon's full
history.

SPRING BREAK

MEANS. SO LET'S STKK WITH TASTY!

-•MET SANDWiet

could eventually save thousands of lives and billions of
dollars annually in this country. But right now, it is a case
study in the ragged economics
of U.S. health care.
The base price — $360 for
three shots given over six
months — makes it the most
expensive of an ever-growing list of childhood vaccines.
Private insurance coverage of
(iardasil is in flux. Many physicians are complaining about
under-rcimbursement. And
for the uninsured, free or discounted vaccines are very limited for women over 18.
So far, only New Hampshire
and South Dakota have set up
programs to provide Gardasil
for free. But these, too, set age
18 as the cutoff. In general, family-planning clinics that receive
public funding are not offering
vaccine assistance — at least,
not yet.

One step closer to living on the moon

Answering the big physics questions

apart faster and faster each year?

Cervical cancer vaccine is not
available as doctors desired

StnrDngM

$765/month

Greenbriar, Inc.
(419)352-0717

www.greenbriarrentals.com
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Going out in style
WOMEN'S B BALL
Falcons move up to
No. 16 in AP poll
The BGSU women's basketball team is ranked number
16 in the nation, according to
the latest Associated Press
poll, released yesterday.
The ranking is the highest in
school and Mid-American
Conference history
See the full AP Top 25 rankings | Page 10

OUR CALL
On the way up
Denver Nuggets: Melo
is back and should have
learned his lesson
Although he will
be booed a little
bit in opposing arenas, the
Anthony-lverson tandem
should be fun to watch.

On the way down
Boston Celtics: These guys
are pretty sorry. They start
Al Jefferson, Delonte West,
Gerald Green.
Kendrick Perkins
and Ryan Gomes.
No wonder they've lost seven
straight, those players' ages
barely add up to 100

The List

PHOTOS BY JORDAN tlOWER

Falcons win final home meet, notch
first conference victory
By Andrew Harntr
Reporter

The B(i swimming and diving
team's II-first place finishes
helped them pick up their first
win of the year. The Palcons
(1-5) defeated Buffalo (0-6) at
Cooper Pool on Saturday, but
getting a win on their record
isn't the most important thing to
the team.
"It's not what you do at dual
meets, it's what you do at the
end,'' coach Keri Buff said.
"We're always the team that
always surprises everybody at
the end of the year," senior cocaptain Caroline Keating said,
we're kind of like the secret
weapon of the MAC."
For Keating and fellow cocaptain Brit O'Connor, the 181119 victory was their final home
meet. The two seniors contributed five top-three finishes. Bodi

athletes were proud of how they
performed for the home crowd.
"It's nice to go out on top,"
O'Connor said.
"It was a good way to go out,"
Keating said, "I swam the fastest
I swam all year so I was really

name"
Keating and'Alisha Yee paced
the Falcons with two and three
wins respectively. Keating finished first in the 200-yard freestyle (1:54) and was followed by
two other Falcons. She also won
the 500-yard freestyle (5:06) for
the fourth time this season. Yee
won the 100-yard (59.03) and
200-yard (2:06) backstrokes and
the400-yardIM(4:35).
Sami Jordan won her first race
of the season in 100-yard freestyle (53.5) and Frankie Houck
won the 50-yard freestyle (24.7).
Michael Carriaga won the 100yard butterfly (58.07) and Kim
Albin paced the 200-yard breast-

THE BG NEWS

FINISHING STRONG (TOP): Caroline
■ eel against Ation
on Jan 15
CHEERING EM ON (LEFT): Brit
O'Connor and Caroline Keating cheer on

teammate Tract Evetsoll m the 1650 meter

stroke (2:27).
The 200-yard medley relay
team: Yee, Meg Richardson,
Chelsea Lopus and Houck,
(1:48.5) and the 400 yard freestyle relay team: Jen Wright.
Houck, Jordan, and Keating,
(3:36) both finished first.
The divers also brought in
four top three finishes.
"They all really did a nice job,"
Buff said, "Any win that we had
today was a really good swim."
It's a tough road ahead for
BG as they travel to Oxford to
take on Miami next Friday.
Miami (6-0) just notched their
45th consecutive Mid-American
Conference win this weekend
against Ohio University. The
Falcons will then focus on the
MAC Championship.
"All the fun starts here,"
Keating said, "The MAC
(Championships] are amazing."

''"at
CHEERING EM ON (BELOW): Brit
O'Connor compelcs in the backstroke
Saturday against Buffalo.

O
■*»^.

With the recent arrest of
Jonathon Joseph The BG
News lists the five baddest
Bengals on the roster.

1. Chris Henry: Five
arrests since coming into the
NFL. Guns. weed, alcohol,
minors, you name it-he's
done it.

2. A. J. Nicholson:
Burglary and grand theft.
Don't the Bengals pay you
enough?

3. Odell Thurman:
Driving while intoxicated.
The best part is when Henry
stuck his head out andpuked
while they were pulled over.

Runners come in second, Cincinnati wins
By JoihWhetherholt
Reporter

The BG track and field team
finished in second place on
Saturday at the BG Invitational
and without even using its
team's full potential.
The Falcons came up with
165.5 points trailing only
Cincinnati who amassed 181.5
points. The Falcons were followed by Ball State with 125
points and Indiana Purdue-Fort
Wayne with 56.
Coach Cami Wells was taking it easy on her athletes after

a hard couple weeks of practice
and focused more on developing speed and tweaking techniques.
"Cincinnati's certainly a
strong team overall and we
thought that we had a good
chance to beat them today,"
Wells said. "I thought that
everyone competed hard, and it
was a good meet, but they were
just a little bit better today."
The Falcons still managed to
get five individual wins with
four athletes.
Coming off of a second place
finish in the shot-put last week,

"I thought that
everyone competed
hard, and it was a
good meet."
Cami Wells | Coach

TaKarra Dunning smashed the
competition in both the shotput and the weight throw, winning by more than a foot in
both. Dunning had support
from teammate Lauren Bryant
who placed second in the

weight throw and third in the
shot-put, making it a successful
day for the throwers.
lamie Roflow won the 1600meter run in a time of 5:01.
Roflow. who went in hoping for
a 5:05, got out hard and held off
Amanda 1'onsot of Ball State in
the last lap to claim the even)
for BG.
"It felt pretty good," Koflow
said. "1 tried logo out faster and
kick sooner because I knew the
girl in second had a kick.''
Two races later, Yemoja
See RUNNERS | Page 10

4. Reggie McNeal/
Matthias Askew:
Resisting arrest. I'm sure
if they ran away the cops

Gymnasts pick up conference victory over Broncos

would never know where to
find them.

5. Jonathon Joseph
[below]: Possession of
marijuana. The Bengals
thought the arrests
were over. They
should make a movie,
"Gridiron
Gang

Dm
Fatties
in the
Nati."

By Josh Narotsky
Reporter

The BG gymnastics team opened
their home schedule on Saturday
night with a slim 189300189.075 victory over Western
Michigan. With the win the
Falcons have improved to
1-1 in the Mid American
Conference, and 2-1 overall
in the young 2007 season.
There were several key
performers for the Falcons
in their victory. One was
junior Iholeen Ponce,
who set a career high
with a 9.825 score
on the balance
t% beam.
"I was really
W pleased with the
way I performed on
the
beam. 1 hadn't done
that event in a while, so 1 was
a little nervous, but I did better than I expected," Ponce
said
Along with her outstanding performance on the bars,
Ponce finished third on vault
and fifth on the bars with
scores of 9.750 and 9325
™^^ respectively.
V^a^B
Asa team, the Falcons
Jfl^F ''ad their best over
^^r
all score on the vault,

recording a 48.450. Junior Jacque
Bemhardt led the way in this
event with a score of 9.8. The
team has made a point to work
hard on the event.
"I just tried to do my best on
the vault, and it went very well,"
Bemhardt stated. "Everybody
did so well on the vault, which
was really exciting We had been
working hard at it for a while, so it
was good to have our hard work
payoff."
Ponce, Morgan Balzer, Jenna
Wirtanen, Amber Brewer and
Ashlee deLeeuew were the other
Falcons who placed.
The Falcons also performed
well on the floor. Although the
lineup consisted of four freshmen, they performed like seasoned veterans. Amber Brewer
lead the Falcons with a score of
9.75. Fellow Freshman Morgan
Balzer and Senior Co-Captain
Allison Swafford executed solid
routines, posting scores of 9.6
and 9.675 respectively.
Although it is still early in the
season, many of the team members seem very optimistic about
the remainder of the seasoa
Tiven though we won this
week, there is still room for
improvement That is a good sign,
because as a team, you always
want to stay hungry for success,"

ENOCH WU

IHEBO'lfWS

CONCENTRATION: Jillian Stranges performs on the balance beam during Saturday's
home meet against Western Michigan The Falcons won the meet 1895-189.075 and
improved their record to 2-1 and 1-1 in the conference.

said senior captain Karfy Yohe.
The victory has BG brimming
with confidence.
"I feel like this is our best
chance to win the conference in
my four years here," said senior
Julian Stranges. "You say that
every year, but with the way we
have been performing in meets
and in practice, you can't help but
feel good about our chances."
The Falcons travel to Northern
Illinois to take on the Huskies in a
MAC meet next Sunday.

TOP PERFORMERS
VAULT: Jacque Bemhardt
9.800. Jholeen Ponce 9.75.
Ashlee deLeeuw 9.675.
BARS: Ashlee deLeeuw 9.7.
Katie Follett 9.575
BEAM: Jholeen Ponce 9.825.
Amber Brewer 9.525. Megan
Chronister 9.5
FLOOR: Amber Brewer 975.
Allison Swafford 9.675. Morgan
Balzer 9.6

Predecessors
paved way for
SB coaches

Shortly after 6 p.m. on Sunday,
Lovie Smith officially became
the first black head coach to
appear in the Super Bowl. After
starling the season off with a
lot of da-power, Smith's Bears
had a tough time finishing the
season with all kinds of critics asking what happened to
their defense and more importantly what happened to Rex
Grossman. They hushed a few
critics Sunday, as they stomped
the feel-good Saints 39-14 in the
NFC Championship game.
lust a few hundred miles to
the southeast, another team that
faced a lot of doubters and critics decided to join the Bears in
the big game.
About four hours after the
Bears won, Joseph Addai barreled into the end zone with
a minute left to put the Colts
ahead of the Patriots for good,
38-34. Their coach —Tony
Dungy.
This means that unless the
Super Bowl is canceled, the NF1.
will have its first championship
team that is coached by a black
man.
To say that this is an incredible
accomplishment would be a tremendous understatement. Fritz
Pollard is likely smiling down on
the NFl. today.
Pollard was the first head
coach in NFl. history in 1921
when he was co-head coach
of the Akron Pros. After him,
there was not another AfricanAmerican head coach until Art Shell was hired as the Los
Angeles Raiders' head coach
in 1990. The amount of time in
See COACHES | Page 10
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Falcons move
up in APpoll
to No. 16
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Tennis
team splits
weekend

THE BG NEWS SUDOKU

5 8 9
3
1

By Jordan Crav.n.
"ter
Despite splitting ibis weekends matches in Chicago,
ihe BG women's tennis team
mi mil in .i solid performance according io coach
Penny Dean.
I he falcon ncllcrs dt'li'ill
ed the University of Chicago
Illinois, 5 2, on Saturday bul
ii'll to the Hint' Demons oi
1 ><-l*;iiil University on Sunday,

2 5,

JORDAN f LOWER
PUSHING AHEAD:
pushes tfn
Michigan

APTOP25
The top Jb te
■

|

■

records througl
points based
a first-place vote through
point •
last week s r,v I
■

I. Duke (39) 19-0 1.2371
2 No."
5. Maryland 20 I 1.131 3
A Tennessee 17-11.11

5. Ohio Si
6. Oklsl
7. Co™-

184 7
'

■

-SI 6

•
•2 10
II
12. Purdue 18-3 700 12
13 Baylor 16-3 636 13
14. Georgia 16-4 585 16
15 Vanderbilt 17 5 503 14
16. Bowling Green 16-2 407 18
17 M.n |uetl
'8 19
18. Lou
'6 15
19. Middle 7. ■

20. Calil

J2I

21. Texas ASM 13 4 241 17
22 Mississippi 16-4 207 24 .
23 Michigan St 15 4 199 23

24 Texas 14-5 144 22
25 Nebraska 16-3 128 _
Others receiving voti
II |h31.
Delaware 21, Ka
Wis.-Green Bay 18. i ■
13 Rutgers 7. TCU 6
Madison 5. Iowa St. 4. Arm)

i .mi pretty happy overall because both teams are
extremely solid all the way
through ilien line-up," Dean
said in response to ibis week
ends matches.
I be Falcons swept the doubles Dights in their first match
this weekend against IJ ic:. and
won five oul of seven singles
matches en route to a victory
Samantha Klntzel, lenna
Nussbaum, Katia Babina,
Stefanie Menofl and Andrea
Voile claimed wins for the team
in singles action against UIC
Hie team also mined in
strong doubles performances
with partners, Keise) lakupdn/
lenna Nussbaum, Ashley
|.ikii|ii in•■ K.itia Babina and
Samantha Kintzel/Stefanie
Menoffall claiming victories in
Saturdays match.
Babina and Menoffwereable
to post two singles vi< lories for
the Falcons on the weekend.
and were the lone winners in
singles action against DePaul
"My strategy was to no oul
there and play really consistent
aiul pl.i\ hard for every point,"
said Menoil referring to her
undefeated singles plaj ova
the weekend.
BG dro|)|H'd four out of six
singles matches to the nine
lleiiions. and dropped all
three doubles Bights, facing a
tough I tePaul line-up.
Dean fell the teain accomplished their menial goal for
the weekend's play based on

intensity to "beatiger out there
the whole time no matter how
long the match lasts."

filer being defeated by
See TENNIS | Page 12

Men of BGSU... Come fo Party. Slay for Brolherhood!

Texas Hold'em Tourney
$ Pizza Party^|y
Date: Wednesday. Jan 24 ^^^B
Time: 7 -10 PM
W0
Where: Bowen-Triompson Student Union - Rm 314
Bring your room/floor males & (ind out wfio Ihe
best Texas Hold'em player really is and enjoy
some great pizza1 Prizes. Prizes . Prizes .

ENOCH WU

■Q

:-iBGNtWS

RUNNERS
From Page 9
Manilla
and
Danielle
Thornton
took
second
and third in the 500-meter
run. Manilla was barely
beaten by \shlcy Arnold of
Cincinnati and Thornton
just beat Danielle Frwin,
also from UC.
The Falcons kept the
hall rolling as lessica White
cruised to a win in the lidmeter dash, making it look
easy. While opted out of the
200-meter dash due to bain

string complications.
Nicole Standback placed a
solid third in the 60-meter
dash behind White and
immediately ran down the
track for net main event, the
60-meter hurdles,
Standback, the favorite in
the hurdles, nicked the second and third hurdles with
her knee and caused a shut
clown in her rare hut was still
able to come in for a sixth
place finish. Standback had
already run three races prior
to that one and was undoubted!) lired.
"It's lough to go back to
hack and I thought she was

showing a lot of toughness
the w hole week," Wells said.
Ii was all BG in the 800meter run as Carry Hates and
Kim Settle pulled away from

COACHES
Ffom Page 9

between the coaches speak
volumes about the amount
of ignorance and the lack of
opportunit) for minorities in
the NFL during thai time
I his is a great thing for the
\ftii.in -American sports community Dungy and Smith can
thank people like Shell, Denny
(liven and Kay Rhodes land it
is likely thai they will) for paving the way for them. (ireen
was so close lo winning
the Super Bowl in 1999 thai
his team was likely favored
before they played the NFC
Championship. His team
was upset by the Falcons in
thai game and he missed bis
chance at holding the great
Shell also made it to the
conference championship game in 1990, his first

6

2 7
6 9
4

to push each other.''
In the 3000-meter run,
Kara Holier got out hard and
sei the pace Two runners
from Hall Stale soon came up
On Butler's shoulder and put
the pressure on.
" I was jusl I tying lo hold my
position because I gol quite a
few elbows." Hutlersaid.

SUDOKO
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve

i ventualry the two Ball

877 BGSU TICKET
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some of the best teams in the
Midwest, they will only be

PRIZESUDOKU™

using a partial squad, giving the distance runners the

fr
8
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L 9

Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.

weekend off from competilion.
it'll be good to get into
a bigger meet and work on
some individual things,"
Wells said.
I bey will be firing on all
cylinders the following week
though as they travel to
Central Michigan.

year. I Ic also won Coach of
the Yeai thai season after
bis Haiders went 12-4. His
career record is now 5652 after the nightmare he
endured this season, but
Shell will be remembered
more for being the first successful African-America n
head coach as well as the
first African-American head
coach in the modern era.
Maybe it's not confidence,
or maybe it is, bul African
American coaches have been
able to succeed because of
guys like An Shell and Dennis
(ireen. The success of Marvin
lewis, Herman bdwards.
Tony Dungy and l.ovie Smith
can definitely be credited in
part to their predecessors.
Obviously these men have
great coaching minds, but
il ii was HOI loi die coaches
who Mazed the trail in front
of them, we may not be seeing this much success out of

Today in Sports History
1983 - Houston became the first NBA team to not
score a point in overtime. They lost to the Portland
Trail Blazers after being outscored 17-0 in overtime.

"They have been
entrusted with one
of the hardest jobs in

the US"
these coaches,
If African-Amercian athletes thank laefcie Itnbinson,
lease ((wens, foe Louis and
every other athlete that
fought through racial tension and bigotry- then these
coaches ought lo he thanking
their predecessors 10 times
as much. They have been
entrusted with one of the
hardest jobs in the US and
there are still people in the
world that do not think they
are capable of success.
This year's Super Bowl is
a testament to why equality
makes sense— it's a shame it
took Ibis long for it to be realized in the coaching world.

0

Bull Apartments

CHECK
IT OUT

(1470 & 1490 Clough Street)
TODAY
2 bedroom / 1 bath, furnished
■ a/c. Dishwashers / garbage disposals
* starting @ $590/mo plus gas and electric

0

Remodeled Fraiee Apartments
* Completely Remodeled 2 Bed. 2 Bath,
new kitchens, new carpel, new furniture
* starting @ $675/mo » electric

ANDERSON ARENA

9

Z 8 £ I
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State i tinners would take first
and second place, healing
Butler by only a second, who
is coming on strong for the
falcons.
For the Falcons' next niii't
at I indlav. which brings in

• 2 bedroom. 1 bath townhouses
* starling at $590/mo + gas and electric

7PM
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0 Bldoe Manor Apartments

TOMORROW

7

9

up I knew that we were going

FALL 2007 APARTMENT LEASING

vs. Western Michigan

8
1
3

6

the competition for an exciting finish that went right
down to the wire. But it would
be Hales w ho cafiie away the
winner with Settle a mere. 33
seconds behind.
"Kim's my teammate and
we work so well together,"
Hates said. "When she came

419-352-0717

BGSU MEN'S BASKETBALL

6

3
8 7 1
5 4

8
4

STRONG START: Kara Butler runs ahead of the pack m the Fakons' second place
finish this past Friday at home in the BGSU Invite. Butler finished third in the 5000meter run.

distinction.

or further information ronlacl moellcm@bgne! bgsu fi

9

0 425 E Court Street
• 2 Bedrooms/ 2 Baths, Furnished apartments
• Dishwashers/ garbage disposals
• starting @ $650'mo * electric

SIGN UP TODAY!
445 E. Wooser, Bowling Green OH 43402

www.greenbriarrentals.com

v
Black Swamp Pub 9am - 4:30pm

Joseph is
latest Bengals'
arrest
By Joe Kay
The Associated Press
CINCINNATI — Bengals cornerback lobnathan loseph was
arrested early yesterday niorni ng
and charged with possession of
marijuana, the ninth Cincinnati
player arrested in the last nine
months.
Tilt-arrest came
three weeks after
coach
Marvin
lewis announced
he would get
tougher on player
conduct, hoping
to stop a series of Jonathon
arrests thai has
embarrassed the Joseph
team and drawn Arrested
the attention of early Monday
Nli.commission- morning for
er Roger Coodell.
posession of
"We don't comment on these marijuana
matters
when
they're unresolved." team spokesman lack Brennan said. "We don't
believe it's appropriate when it's
still at the level of charges."
loseph was arrested on U.S.
Home 42 in northern Kentucky.
He lives nearby in Union, Ky. TTie
Hoone (.Country sheriff's arrest
report said loseph was the passenger in a vehicle driven by a woman
who had a suspended license, was
driving slowly and weaving.
When a sheriff's deputy asked
loseph to get out of the vehicle so
il could lie searched, he reached
for a black backpack with a Super
Bowl logo Ihe arrest report said.
The deputy wrote in the repon
that there was a "strong odor" of
marijuana
When the deputy began searching the backpack, loseph "stated
thai there was a bag of marijuana"
in the backpack, according to the
arrest report. The deputy said he
See JOSEPH | Page II
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It's official: Tomlin will replace Cowher as
Steelers' first African-American head coach
By Alan Robinson
The Associated Press

KEVIN ?. CASEY I APPMOTO

OUTTA' THERE: Mas head coach Bill Parcells yells Irom ihe sidelines during his last as
the Dallas Cowboys coach The Dallas Cowboys released a statement. Monday. Jan 22.
2007 stating that Paicells is retiring

Up-and-down year
enough for Parcells
By Jaime Aron
The Associated Press

IRVING, Texas — Bill Parcells
could have returned to the
Dallas Cowboys for one more
shot at becoming the first coach
to lead three teams into the
Super Bowl.
He could have come back to
try ending the longest playoff
drought in thefranchise'sproud
history. Or he could have come
back to finish what he started
in developing quarterback Tony
Romo and a 3-4 defense.
Instead, 15 days after a
gut-wrenching playoff loss in
Seattle, Parcells decided yesterday to call it a career, ending a
four-year run in Dallas. Over
19 seasons in the NHL, Parcells
led teams to three Super Bowls,
winning two championships.
"I am retiring from coaching football," Parcells said in
a statement. "I want to thank
lerry (ones and Stephen [ones
for their tremendous support
over the last four years. Also,
the players, my coaching staff
and others in the support group
who have done so much to help.
Dallas is a great cily and the
Cowboys are an integral part
of it. I am hopeful that they are
able to go forward from here."
Known for a gruff demeanor
and colorful quotes. Parcells
leaves with the ninth most wins
in NFI. historv and a career
record of 183-138-1. He was 34-

JOSEPH
From Page 10
found a bag of marijuana in a
pouch next to a video game.
loseph was arrested at 2:15
a.m., taken to the county jail and
released. His first court appearance
is scheduled for 1-eb. 5. Marijuana
possession is a misdemeanor that
carries a maximum of one year in
jail and a maximum S5(X) fine.
The Bengals have had the
most arrests in the NIT. over the
past 13 months. Nine have been
arrested overall, and linebacker
(Well Thurman and receiver Chris
Henry have been suspended by
the NFL for misconduct.
Henry has been arrested four
times, the first time for possession of marijuana. Two of his court
cases have been settled, and two
are pendin&Those two cases could
bring additional punishment from
the league, which sus|>en<lcd him
for two games last season.

32 in Dallas, counting two playoff losses. He had one year left
at more than $5 million on a
contract extension signed last
lanuary.
"1 am in good health and feel
lucky to have been able to coach
in the NFI. for an extended
period of time," the 65-year-old
coach said.
Although he failed to make
the Cowboys champions again,
Parcells leaves the Cowboys
better than he found it. The
dub went from three straight
5-11 seasons before he arrived
to making the playoffs twice
in four years: his first season,
2003, and his last.
Parcells
expected
big
things in 2006 and, thanks
to the emergence of Romo,
Dallas had a two-game division lead in December. Then
the Cowboys lost four of their
final five games, including the
last three. The capper came
against the Seahawks after
Romo bungled the hold of a
short field goal with a little
more than a minute left.
"klidthebestlcould," Parcells
said following that game. "But it
wasn't quits good enough."
The going theory was that
Parcells wcfuldn't end his
career that way. The longer he
waited to make an announcement, the likelier it seemed
that he would return — especially since he was going to his
office every day.
Thurman was suspended for
the entire season for repeated violations of the league's substance
abuse policies. I le skipped a drug
test, drawing a four-game suspension. It was extended to a full season after his arrest Sept. 25 on a
drunken driving charge.
loseph was the 24th overall pick
in last season's draft. He played
in every game and started eight
of them, including the final seven
in place of I Mtha O'Neal. O'Neal
was hurl and was benched for one
game following his arrest on Dec. 9
on a drunken driving charge.
Two days after O'Neal's arrest,
(kx)dell called Bengals president
Mike Brown to express his concern
and offer help in ending the team's
off-field problems. Duringa visit in
September, Goodell also reminded
the players of their responsibility
to stay out of trouble.
lewis initially defended his players as the number of arrests grew.
After GoodeBs visit, he started taking a harder line publicly.

BRAND NEW FOR
FALL 2007
CAMPBELL HILL
5 Bedroom Townhouses
2 Full Baths, 2 Half Baths
A/C, Microwave, Dishwasher
$1650.°°/ Mo + Utilities
(Limit 6)

BUFF APARTMENTS
4 Bedroom Apartments
2 Full Baths, A/C, D/W
1 Block from Campus
$1300.00/Mo + Utilities
(Limit 4)
Hours:
Moo Fri 9,101 5pm
Saturday 9am lpm

445t.WoostiT
Bowling Green OH
J J402
419.152.071/

PITTSBURGH — Mike Tomlin,
the Minnesota Vikings' defensive coordinator, was hired by
the Pittsburgh Steelers — the
first Africian American head
coach in the team's 74-year
history.
He accepted the job Sunday
night and the hiring was
announced yesterday, with
Tomlin expected to make about
S2.5 million a year under a fouryear contract. I le is the Steelers'
third coach in 38 years, following Chuck Noll (23 seasons) and
Bill Cowher (15 seasons).
Tomlin, an NFL coordinator
for only one season, acknowledged it was difficult not to be
overwhelmed with the opportunity to coach what he called
"one of the storied franchises
in sports."
"I'm still coming to grips with

what that means," said Tomlin,
who, like Cowher in 1992. will
be about the same age as some
of his players. "But I am what
I am as coach — I don't call
myself a 34-year-old coach or
an experienced coach, I'm a
football coach."
Tomlin was chosen by the
Steelers on the same day two
black coaches made the Super
Bowl for the first time: Lovie
Smith in Chicago and Tony
Dungy in Indianapolis. Tomlin
was once an assistant under
Dungy at Tampa Bay. and he
got the call from Steelers president Art Rooney II while watching the NFL conference championship games Sunday.
"He's a good coach, a great
communicator and now he'll
have a chance to show what he
can do," Dungy said yesterday.
Tomlin also might have benefited from the NFL's so-called
Rooney Rule. Steelers owner
Dan Roonev successfully lob-

bied in 2002 for a rule thai
requires ail NFL teams to Intel
view iiiinorin candidates foi
coaching jobs,
After a successful Hrei season as Minnesota's defensive
coordinator, Tomlin's name
was one ni about a dozen on a
list of qualified minority can
didates given Rooney at a mid
December meeting in New
York. Rooney is the chail man of
the NFL's committee on work
place diversity.
The intent of the Roonej
Rule was to give coaches such
as Tomlin a forum to display
their credentials. Ibtnliii was
chosen largely because of the
motivation, enthusiasm and
organizational skills he showed
in tWO sluing interviews with

Rooney, Art Rooney II and
director of football operations
Kevin Colbert.
"He wants to play the kind ol
football the Pittsburgh Steelers
want to play," An Rooney II said

ANOBfWBUSH

NEW KID IN TOWN:
• i beiixj introduced
lent. Art Rooney.

ut liiinliii's focus on slopping
ilir i nil. running the ball well
and playing physical defense.

lie wants m play the kind ol

football Steelers fans have come
toappret iate.'
TOMLIN

^LeaderSh
Bowling Green State University

LeaderShape™ 3
Institute? *mm¥M
w

It's a life-changing
experience...

-Erica Burger, 06 participant

'One of the best
experiences I've had as
a student at BGSU."
yy*

-Kari Rood, 05 participant
w

Everyone should experience
Leadershape for themselves!"

-Aysen Ulupinar, 06 participant

LeaderShape™
is a once-in-a-lifetime
experience that will
change your perspective
on leadership!
Hundreds of student
leaders have been affected by
LeaderShape™.

Will you be next?

Information
Sessions:

•Tuesday, January 30th - 309 BTSU @ 9:15pm
•Wednesday, February 7th - 309 BTSU @ 9:15pm
•Thursday, February 15th - 309 BTSU @ 9:15pm

For more information, contact
the Office of Campus Involvement at:
Bhasu.edu or call 372-2343

GREENBRIAR, INC.
briafrentals.com
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Michaels will stay with the
ndians for two more years

WWWBGNEWS.COM

The Daily Crossword Fix
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from lop to bottom."
Cleveland's
affection
for
Michaels was less certain following 2006. I lie 30-year-old was a
platoon player with the Phillies,
who dealt him to Cleveland
last January, lie was given the
Indians' starting joh in left and
batted a career-low .2t>7 with
nine homers and 55 HHIs — not
had statistics, hut not the ones
he and the Indians expected.
"I
was disappointed
in
myself," he said. I can't pinpoint exact!) what il was. I don't
know il ii was putting loo much
pressure on myself or switching
leagues or what. I know it can'l
happen again."
Hie right-handed hitting
Michaels we'll share the position
and at-batS tliis year with David
Dclliin i. a lefty who agreed to
an SI 1.5 million, three-year deal
with the Indians in December.
Newh acquired TrOl Nixon

TOMLIN
From Page 11
Tomlin's hiring completed a 2
1/2-week search in which he initially was considered an unlikely
choice behind perceived frontrunners Ken Whisenhunt and
Huss Grimm, hut Whisenhunl
later accepted the Arizona
Cardinals'job.
Hears defensive coordinator
Ron Rivera, the oilier finalist with Grimm and Tomlin,
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MARK DUNCAN

05

and Casey Blake will split
Kames in right. Blake, too, will
play first base.
Manager Eric Wedge is happy
to have Michaels hack and
expects more production from
him now that he has settled in.
I le'S going io he stronger this
year having gone through all
thai stuff last year,'' Wedge said.
"I le's a good pirn- fi * us.
Michaels looked tan and fit
— he's almost 20 pounds lighter
than a year ago — as he and
several other Indians players
got ready for a five-day promotional tour of Ohio and western
Pennsylvania.
Tin still not used to this
weather." said Michaels, who
lives in Florida during the offseason. "I came in last night
and it was like 22 (degreesl out.
Welcome to Cleveland."

did not get a second interview
because the Stcelers would
have had lo wait until Feb. 5 to
meet with him again. Georgia
Tech coach Chan Galley, recommended by Cowher, also
didn't get a second interview.
Tomlin will he the fourth consecutive Steelers coach who was
a defensive assistant coach in
his ids with another team before
being hired. Bill Austin was 37
when lie was chosen in 1966, as
was (Jiuck Noll in 1969. Cowher
was 34 in 1992.

From Only $485!

Cold or not, lake Westbrook
wouldn't mind making it his
permanent home.
The steady right-hander is
in the final year of his contract
after the Indians exercised a
S6.1 million option in October.
Westbrook. who has 44 victories the past three seasons, will
begin contract talks with the
Indians during spring training.
"I hope we can work something out," he said. "I'm comfortable here and it means a lot to be
comfortable. As someone who
has been traded three times, I
know how tough it can be to
Mart over somewhere."
Westbrook doesn't have a
feel for how serious talks could
get with the Indians, who are
also interested in signing Travis
I la Inn and C.C. Sabathia to
long-term extensions.

TENNIS
From Page 10
Detail in a 7-0 decision last
season, the team was out for
revenge and was pleased with
the closer match results this
time around.
BG, whose record is now I -2,
will travel to Columbus to take
on Ohio State on )an. 27, and
will host Youngstown State on
the 28th at (heir indoor facility,
Shadow Valley.

G0 FALCONS

On selected floor plans
• Ground floor ranch

*

•
•
•
•

Private entrance
Patio
Spacious kitchen
Pets welcome!

Management Inc.

-FREE HEATN

t

\ PIKO

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments
419-353-7715

£}

HOUSES! HOUSES!
1, 2, 3, 4 AND 5 BEDROOM HOUSES
AVAILABLE FOR FALL 2007.
Amenities included in many of our houses:

ANJP

PRYtfR

v/ tqARf3A^ PI5P05AL
v/ Pl5MwA5i-lcfR

Renting for
2007/2008
Call 353-5800 or
Visit Us Online at
www.meccabg.com
Have a few places
open NOW

HillsdaleApts.
1082 Fairview Ave.
1 & 2 bdrm Apts. ot 3 bdrm Twnh.
Dishwasher & Garbage Disposal
Washer & Dryers (in 2/3 bdrm)
Air Conditioning
Carports & BGSU Bus Shuttle
"Ask about internet discount

Find lay Pike Apts.
111/113 FindlayPk Portage, OH
Large 2 & 3 bdrm Apts.
Efficiency Garage for 1 Vehicle
Starting at $475/mo. * Utilities
Only Moments from B.G.!

:CA
Evergreen Apts.
215E.Po*Rd.
Large 1 or 2 Bedroom
Efficiencies '
Laundry on Site
BGSU Bus Route
Only 15 minute walk to campus!

1 CAR &ARMrr5

/ F-ULL 0A5rr/Acri\JT5
CONJPITIOTNJINJ^

HeinzsiteApts.
710 652 N. Enterprise
1 & 2 Beedrooms
Washer/Dryer in 2 bdrm
Walking distance to campus!

1
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10
14
15
16
17
20
21
22
23
26
28
31
33
34
35
39
43
44
45
46
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Texas landmark
Stoic Roman philosopher
Put down
Of birth
Security for freedom
Ultimatum word
Subterfuge used in film demo?
Show one's face
Sock's end
Regret
Perfect place
Fall bloom
Activate a credit card
Curtain call
U.K. ref. book
Place lo retire to
Easily excused
Hippie flexing his muscles?
One of a pair of genes
Shell propeller
Director Lee
Toward the tail-end
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' —■ —■■"—'

Management Inc.

3 - 5 People allowed depending on location
(419)352-0717

www.greenbriarrentals.com

48
50
53
55
56
58
62
66
67
68
69
70
71

Stop by the Office
at 1045 N. Main St. or
Check Us Out at
www.meccabg.com
for full listing,
prices, & picturesl

Latin handle
Light source
Situated above
Reconcile
Soap ingredient
TV network north of the
U.S.
Swiss river
Piece of man's jewelry
Faux butter
Tennis call
Bright-eyed
Magazine copy
41
Ward off
42
Sell-out letters
47
Closer
48
Chirp
49
Not alfresco
50
Dispatched
51
Davenport
52
Hale and hardy
54
Fan favorite
57
Higher than
59
Writer Easton Ellis
Present Persia
60
Isn't incorrect?
61
Org. of Wie
63
Loss by friction
64

_ Claus
To pieces
Good to have around
Polite address
Word we share?
Cheerful
Claustrophobic excitement?
Author w/o a name?
Dust Bowl migrant
nous (just between us)
Swine meat
Catamaran canvas
Seine port

Catcher Howard
Grow less
I've got it!
Evening repast
Moby Dick, maybe?
BMI competitor
Spinet, e.g.
Tree-shaded area
Hairy coat
Space saucers
Two of Caesar's final
words
Land measure
and there
Squid's squirt
LXX divided by X
Sushi delicacy
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Ads

419-372-6977
Ilic BG News will Ti- ■ i knowingly Accept
.!i!\i[l:-iiiii'!UMl!.i;i1.M nriii:i.ili nl munir
■iy ii: M i mil-..
again*! any individual or
group on the IMMS of race. sex. color, erred,
religion, umional origin sexual orientation.
ii.s.ib:! :\ -.i.in,..,. i wi.r.m i»r mi tile basis
of any oilier legally protected slalus.
The BG News reserve-, the right to decline,
discontinue or revise any advert Ueinen I
\in Ii ,n. IfaOM found in In* ilH.nii.iniiy. lading In factual hasls. misleading or false in
nalure. All advertisements are subfeci to
editing and approsal.

BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK
CELEBRITY CRUISE Irom $3391
Includes Meals. Taxes, Exclusive
Parties w/MTV Celebrities. Cancun,
Acapulco, Nassau. Jamaica From
$599! Panama City & Daytona from
$169! Organize a group and travel
FREE! Call SpringBreakTravel.com
at 1-800-293-1443 or visit
www.spnngbfeaKtravel.cpm
use promo code:na55
SpringBreak in Palm Bay/Melbourne
FL. 4 BR/3BA home Sleeps 8. $750
wk, Summer $2500/mo. Call BG
alum Jackie 866-203-7830 x9933.

Help Wanted

For Rent

'BARTENDING! up to $300/day No
exp. necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.

07 - 08 School Year
1.2 & 3 bedroom apts. available.
For more info call 419-354-9740.

Motivated students to assist National Honor Society in registering and
acting as local officers
3.0
GPA
required.
E-mail:
director@phisigmatheta.org.

1 bedroom apartment, near campus.
$425 per month . utilities included.
Call 352-5882.

Oflice cleaning afternoons 3:30-4:30
Own transportation required.
Call 352-5335
Perrysburg family seeks child care/
Igt. housekeeping. Need 1 fulltime
S.or 2 part-tm. Mon.-Fri.. 9-6. $7/hr.
419-872-6222.

2 bdrm. apt. Great location. $425
Available immediately.
352-1584 or 353-8611.

Uraku Japanese Restaurant
Now hinng servers and cooks.
419-352-7070.

CAMPUS POLLYEYES
SPAGHETTI 8, MEATBALLS
$5.50
352-9638

National chain local franchise mandated mattress upgrade. 25 kings w/
box springs. $100 each or lot price
$50 each. Call Mike 419-448-4655.

IKiiKiKIKiKiKliaKSKiiaKlK
Congratulations!
The following IK girls made
Dean's List for Fall 2006!
Brandy Close
Kat Fish
Stephanie Fletcher
Tina Hogan
Janet Lawrence
Christine Loy
Allison Mauer
Jen Moore
Jackie Thompson
Beth Turner
IKllOIKiKSIQiKXiaKiKlKlKiK

1

Why rent when you can own?
For Sale: Mobile home
2 bedroom, 1 bath
$180.00/mo.
No Money Down!
(419)353-5800
meccabg.com

For Rent
"Rooms $199.00 Mo. » 2 bdrm.
avail. Now low as $399.00 mo. TV.
07-08 Rentals Houses S Apts. going
fast. 1 sem. avail, all next to camus.
S5 Web, close lo downln. Call 419353-0325 9am-9pm/listing 24/7 316
Merry 3. Updated listing
@cartyrentals.com

THE
TANNING
CENTER

1 WEEK FREE
i TANNING!
I
I

With purchase ot standard
moTffi One time purchase

m 1/31/17

irvi^ BC W 1980

32 Rooms Ruailable!!

THE HEAT
904 E Woosier
419-352-3588

3 MONTHS
$69

in the standard beds
THATS ONLY 923
P0IUOHTH AND WE

PAY me TAXI

5 beds, 1 booth
closest to campus

S0UTHSIDE LAUNDROMAT
993 S Main
5 bed, 2 000|„,
419-353-8826
,pp,. „,m„
THE WASH HOUSE
248 N Main
17 beds. 2 booths
419-354-1559
no appt. needed

2 It bdrm houses. Avail. 8-15. Price:
$825 Dill St.; $900 E. Merry. 11 1/2
mon. lease. Call: 419.308.2406.

Toledo.com is hiring lull time, part
time & summer interns for web design & html production. We are a
full
service web design/ecommerce
company located in downtown Toledo. Please email to
lan®toledo.com for inquiries.

For Sale

Subleaser wanted lor spring/summer. $299/month ♦ util. w/d. Across
from campus. Call 614-352-8774.

1 roommate needed now until May
Campbell Hill $325 mo. • utilities.
260-241-1534

3 bdrm apt. recently remodeled,
small pets allowed lor 2007-2008.
sch. yr..Please call 419-308-3525.3
bdrm apt. recently remodeled,
small pets allowed for 2007-2008
sch. yr.Please call 419-308-3525.

Personals

Wanted

1 bedroom, as low as $399.00
419-352-0590.

Sales Associate.
Adult retail store. Immediate openings for sales associate. Must be 18
yrs of age. drug free, friendly, and
eager io succeed. Interested candidales can call: 419-288-2131 between 9 and 5 Mon. - Sat. to apply.

No Hidden fees No Credit Cud Required

>J \-l dlQC<5 PROM CAMPU5
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ACROSS

ACIHO'

HOLY DIVER: Clewl,ind Indians left fielder Jason Michaels makes a diving catch to rob
Oerroil Tigers Sean Casey of a hit in the eighth inning of a baseball game in this Aug 26.
2006 hie photo, in Cleveland Michaels, who struggled as the Indians' regular in left last
season, finalized a $4.25 million, two-year contract on Monday. Jan. 22.2007. a deal that
includes a $100,000 signing bonus and $26 million club option for 20O9
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By Tom With.n

CLEVEI WD
lason Michaels'
Brsi season in Cleveland's outfield didn't t!" the way !»• had
hoped. He's getting two mote to
make up tor il.
Michaels, who struggled as
the Indians- regulai In lilt last
season, Finalized a $4.25 million,
two year contract yesterday, a
diMI ih.n includes a $100,000
signing bonus and SL'.li million
club option for 2009.
Michaels had been eligible for
salar) arbitration, hut agreed
in nuns i.isi week pending a
physical.
"I'm excited about it," Michaels
said. "I want io be here as Ion}; as
I can. I love this organization

bookstore!
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INTRODUCING...

Out the
door
pricing!

3 bdrm house. 1 block from campus,
W/D, AC. Avail Aug 07, 1 yr lease.
Call 419-897-5997.
3-4 Bedroom House. $900 month
Avail. May 2007. 640 S. Summit St
Call 419-308-9905
4 bdrm. house/3 people. 1 1/2 bath,
AC, washer/dryer. 2 car garage. 1
block from campus. 138 Williams.
Avail. May, 12 month lease, 419654-9512.
Apts & Houses 07 -08
419-353-8206
www.fiterentals.com
Basement apt., near campus.
$325/month, util. inc.
352-5882
Highland Management
1 & 2 bedroom apartment
2 bedrooms available now
419-354-6036
www.bghighlandmgrrrt.com
Houses/Apts for 07-08 school year
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting. LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 10-2M-F
Quiet tenants preferred
Ivywood Apts. 1 bedroom & studios.
First month Iree. Restrictions apply.
419-352-7691
Male has a furnished room for rent
with freedom of house. $225 mo.
$100 deposit. 419-354-6117.
MARTEN RENTALS
2 bdrm. apts. on 5th & 7th
Large house on Lehman Ave.
352-3445
SUBLEASER NEEDED ASAP
Enclave Apts.
Call Samantha 419-575-6060
Two-3 bdm. houses. Close to BGSU
Otf-street parkuig, W/D, AC. One-3
bdrm. apt. w/ W/D, off-street parking
Close to BGSU. One-2 bdrm. apt.
off street pkg. Close to BGSU. All
avail. Aug. 15, 2007. 419-352-4773.
419-601-3225 (cell).
Winthrop S Summit Terrace Apts.
400 E. Napoleon Rd.
419-353-9135

I

